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PREFACE
The use of ion rockets for space propulsion poses the problem
of possible interference with communications to and from the space-
craft. The investigation reported on here was primarily carried
out in 1964. The initial orientation of the investigation was towards
a broad generalized approach that would quantitatively provide the
magnitude of the effects on the communication channel as a function
of the ion rocket properties and the ion rocket disposition. So as to
gain closure of this investigation and issue a report within the a11oted
support, a great deal of truncation on various lines of inquiry had to
be made. Because of Quantum Engineering, Inc's. basic interest in
this area of activity, part of the support was provided by company
funds. A great deal of significant work remains for further investi-
gation.
The many useful practical suggestions and technical inputs given
by Gerald S. Levy and others of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory staff
during the course of the investigation are gratefully acknowledged.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTI ON
1.1 Objective
The ion exhaust beam of an ion-rocket-propelled spacecraft may cause commu-
nication problems due to:
1. Sig-nal attenuation,
2. Signal distortion,
3. Radio noise generation.
A preliminary assessment of the attenuation, distortion, and noise generation is
presented here. This information is needed to help answer such questions as:
1. For what ranges of ion rocket engine parameters, and under what circum-
stances, are communication difficulties produced?
2. Is it necessary to orient the spacecraft and antenna system so that signal
rays do not pass through the ion exhaust beam?
3. Is it necessary to turn off the ion rocket for various time intervals to
facilitate communication2
4. Can reasonable modifications be made in the design of the ion rocket so
that the ion exhaust beam does not present objectionable effects?
The most desirable solution would be an ion rocket engine design which did not
produce objectionable effects in the communication system. Then it would not be
necessary to provide an orientation-control subsystem to keep signal rays from pass-
ing through objectionable portions of the ion exhaust beam or to turn off the ion rocket
engine for various time intervals in order to facilitate communication. However, this
presupposes that such an ion rocket design would not have to sacrifice any significant
fraction of its desirable performance characteristics as a thrustor. Should the design
changesrequired to mitigate communication problems compromise the thrustor
characteristics, a future more comprehensive investigation could optimize the trade-
offs for the overall mission objective.
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1.2 Preliminary Ion Exhaust Beam Model
Problem assessment requires the quantitative investig_ation of a methematical
model. Formulation of mathematical models requires anticipation of the system's
qualitative nature in sufficient detail. For quantitative determination of the atten-
uation, distortion and noise effects, it is necessary to know the properties of the
spacecraft, the ion rocket exhaust and the communication system. Where these
characteristics are insufficiently specified or known, it is necessary to make pre-
liminary assumptions.
This investigation requires a knowledge of both the ion exhaust beam and the
antenna beam characteristics. In comparison with characteristics of the ion rocket
exhaust beam, antenna beam characteristics are relatively well known. Studies of
plasma produced by ion engines have been primarily concerned with:
1. plasmas in the ion engine interior, which provide better understanding
of the functioning of the ion engine (Refs. 1, 2, 3 and 4),
2. the macroscopic neutralization process which takes place in a relatively
short distance from the ion rocket engine (Refs. 5, 6, 7 and 9).
These studies have not been extensively concerned with the determination of the
properties of the ion exhaust beam after it has progressed any considerable distance
from the ion rocket engine. Experimental studies in laboratory vacuum chambers
are limited to a relatively short section of the ion rocket exhaust immediately
following the ion rocket engine.
In the present preliminary analysis, the ion exhaust beam is approximated by:
i. a cone with a small half-angle (depicted in Fig. i. i),
2. an ion distribution which is homogeneous over a cross section perpendicular
to the axis of symmetry,
3. negligible ion-electron recombination.
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, ,NC.
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Deviations from this semihomogeneous conical model of the ion exhaust beam
which may cause significantchanges in the results are:
i. in_homogeneities in the beam, which may change the signal losses, the
signal distortion and the noise generation,
2. diffusion of the plasma from the main part of the ion exhaust beam, which
engulf the antenna.
1.3 Report Ors anization
The results are summarized in the chapters. The body of work is presented in
the appendices. Each appendix deals with one selected topic or subject area.
Required background material on the ion beams, propagation and plasma is given
in appendices B, C, D and E. The report organization is summarized in Fig. 1.2.
Two additional appendices A and L present notations and references.
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, INC.
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CHAPTER II: SIGNAL STRENGTH REDUCTION BY THE ION EXHAUST BEAM
2.i Introduction
A plasma scatters and usually attenuates electromagnetic wavos. Under
certain conditions, the plasma can also amplify (negatively attenuate) electro-
magnetic waves. In general, itis necessary to consider together the effects
of attenuation and scattering. Conventional boundary-value-problem techniques
are adequate for analyzing a few simple cases. An integral equation approach
is required for the general case. A much simpler approach is provided by
geometrical optics, ffthe radii of curvature and other dimensions involved are
large compared with the wavelength. A preliminary assessment of the applica-
bilityof the geometrical optics ray concept can be made by comparing the ion
exhaust beam radius with the signal wavelenth. The beam radius, b, normalized
with respect to k, the signal wavelength, is expressed as
B-66 b so__!
k = 13.7cm _ (1) _ = is p
where
sym def > (2) "b = the ion exhaus_bean<
k.. sPA
power
ion current density 1
specific impulse j
Here, a wavelength of 13.7 cm has been used. Since the frequency band of
interest (2.1 to 2.3 Gc) is small, the use of the mean wavelength in Eq. (1) gives
a result which adequately represents the entire band. Fig. 2.1 depicts the ion
exhaust beam exit radius dependence on specific impulse for various power levels
and current densities. Entering the curves at the point specified by
* The arrow bookkeeping notation at the left of the equation numbers is explained
in Appendix A.
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k
7 zo3
Fig. 2.1 Ion Exhaust Beam Radius at Exit Plane (normalized with
Respect to Wavelength) as a Function of Specific Impulse
and Power
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Jupiter
Orbiter
example "2
Pb i 500 KW i
(3) f ib I = lama/ca2
L L
Isp j 12,000 sec.j
gives a beam radius to 2.4 wavelengths at the ion rocket exhaust plane. Thus for
ion engines'needed for distant interplanetary missions, Fig. 2.1 shows that the
beam diameter at the exhaust plane is large compared with [he wavelength; hence,
the ray approximation is fairly good. The ray approximation becomes better at
greater distances from the ion rocket because of the ion beam expansion. For
sufficientlylarge ion rocket engines, the ion exhaust beam will probably be a
cluster of beams, rather than a singleuniform circular beam. For large ion
rockets, the individual beams in the cluster will probably have a fine structure,
consisting of an array of smaller circular beams or of hollow concentric beams.
As the ion beams recede from the rocket engine, they merge together, giving
a more homogeneous beam. In this preliminary investigation, the entire ion
exhaust beam is considered as uniform over each circular cross section.
2.2 Ray Theory Approximation
The size of the ion exhaust beam diameter, compared with the signal wave-
length, indicates that ray theory can be used for a good first approximation. In
terms of ray theory the reduction in signal strength caused by the presence of the
ion exhaust beam between the transmitter and receiver antennas is caused by:
1. absorption during transit through the plasma
2. interface reflections
3. change in signal beam cross section due to refraction
4. signal beam divergence.
Private communication from D. J. Kerrisk.
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The absorption losses which reduce the signal strength are caused by the
collision between the plasma particles, and by incoherent scattering. In the geo-
metrical optics approach, the coherent scattering is accounted for by means of
reflections and refractions.
The power reflected at each interface is considered as lost in the first
approximation. Successive reflections can cause part of the reflected power to be
recombined with the main signal beam. However, phase interference effects may
weaken, as well as strengthen, the signal beam.
T1_e cross-section area .....ia signal beam changes upon refraction through
an oblique interface. The change in signal beam cross section alters the signal
,_:rength density (Poynting's vector). This change is an increase for propagation
into a region of lower refraction index, and a decrease for propagation into a
region of higl_errefractive index.
The ion exhaust beam surface curvature and the spatial variation of refractive
index cause the rays passing through the ion exhaust beam to diverge. This
divergence reduces the signal intensityand, hence, reduces the signal strength
with distance. In the geometrical optics approach, the divergence due to diffrac-
tion is neglected.
The ray theory becomes cumbersome when itis necessary to include the
multiple internal reflections, giving multiple-signal beams, which must be added
to obtain the totalfields. If the plasma is sufficientlytenuous, the rays produced
by higher-order reflections are sufficientlyweak and, hence, can be neglected.
In this case, the ray theory need only include a single ray. However, ifmany
rays must be added, itmay be easier to treat the problem by another method.
Inclusion of more than one reflection, in order to obtain a reasonable accuracy,
may be required first (ifat all)in the section having the greatest density, which
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, ING.
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is the section of the ion exhaust beam immediately adjacent to the ion rocket
engine.
The effect of the ion exhaust beam on the transmitted signal strength
sym def ) (4) p = the power intensity
is expressed in terms of
sym def
rp
the power transmission factor through
5
!the beam interior |
i
_an interface J
syrn def
> (6)
Zs
the signal beam convergence ratio
and
sym def
_. (7) G the antenna gain
by
F -25 Po
>...(8) --
Pi
G(0 i , _ i )
T.%Tpi% _eo,_o)
where
sym def = the signal ray Pazlar
imuthJ
angles
and
sym def, (i0)
f designates <rinput1
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Each of the factors in (8) which relates the signal intensity with the ion exhaust
beam interposed to the signal intensity without the ion exhaust beam interposed,
accounts for a separately computed affect. Each of these are individually examined
in the next several sections.
2.3 Attenuation Transmission Factor
The power lost by the signal beam traversing the interior of the ion rocket
exhaust beam is accounted for by the attenuation transmission factor
G-9 ", (11)TA = exp (-2f42Gd4) = e -2AG-4
where G is the attenuation factor. Appendix G treats the problem more generally,
but roy fl_especial case in which the signal ray passes perpendicularly through
the ion exhaust beam,
G-103
>-(12) 2AL
943fibP b
f i b
13 .,i1-10.7
sPl 1 • Isp
For the Jupiter Orbiter example the attenuation is only about 7.6 x 10 -4 rib.
Consequently, the attenuation due to electron collisions is completely negligible
for ion rockets anticipated in the near future. However, it must be specifically
noted that, if the ratio of specific impulse to ion emission current density becomes
too low (which is equivalent to the condition in which plasma resonant frequency
is not sufficiently below the signal frequency), or if the signal frequency is lowered
too close to the plasma frequency, the attenuation can reach large values.
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i For the specific case in which the signal ray enters the ion exhaust beam
cone and does not exit through the conical surface, the attenuation is related to
that for the perpendicularly traversing signal ray by
AISG-92 =
(13)  sin% •
The subscript S designates that the signal frequency is sufficiently above the
plasma resonant frequency that the index of refraction of the ion exhaust beam
can be approximated by unity. If the beam half-angle is greater than 9.6 deg.
then Aj. S is greater than A iiS. The ion rocket beam divergence angle remains
to be determined in terms of the ion rocket parameters and the distance from
the ion rocket.
2.4 Interface Power Transmission Factor
The signal ray loses power by reflection upon entering, as well as upon
leaving, the ion exhaust beam. Tne power transmission factor is related to
the reflection coefficient by
D -80, energy
conservatio_ (14) % : 1- ]_ .
The transmission loss per reflection, in db, is given by
14
_. (15) Tpd b = 8.7 _n (1- _p) •
As shown by Figs. D. 3 and D. 4,the power transmission coefficient and hence
the reflection coefficient are slowly varying functions of the incidence angle, except
near the critical angle. Consequently the losses due to reflections can be
exemplified by the normal incidence case, except near the critical angle
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, INC.
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which will be considered separately.
coefficient is given by
For normal incidence, the power reflection
H -16
.2
7.08 lb
2
I
sp
for the cases of interest. Since the power reflection coefficient is small compared
to unity for the cases of interest,thefirstterm in the expansion
2 3
RE3(607) ) (17 x x 2) _nx = x-_--+B-- .... x <i & x=l
can be used to simplify the expression for the power transmission loss to
.2
1b15 - (18) = -61.6
17, 16 _ Tpdb 12
sp
Twice this amount is graphically depicted in Fig. 2.2. The Jupiter orbiter design
parameters with the simplified ion exhaust beam model, gives an attenuation due
to reflection of only 0.02 db. Although this loss is not serious, a practical ion
rocket exhaust beam will have a complex internai structure which may increase
the loss due to reflections by an order of magnitude or more. For large reflections,
Eq. (I8) is not valid because of the approximations involved. The loss due to
reflections is many orders of magnitude greater than that due to electron collision
in the region of interest if the signal frequency is sufficiently above the plasma
frequency.
For nonnormal incidence, the power transmission factor decreases with
incidence angle for transverse electric polarization, but may increase at first
for transverse magnetic polarization. However, as the incidence angle approaches
the critical angle, the power transmission factor rapidly drops to zero. At and
beyond the critical angle, the signal ray does not penetrate the ion exhaust beam.
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As a result, there is a solid angle within which the signal ray is completely
blocked by the ion exhaust beam. The magnitude of this solid angle indicates
the seriousness of this effect. The maximum angular range (in the plane con-
raining the ion exhaust beam axis of symmetry) over which the signal rays are
blocked is given by
H-37 y. (19) _)BR = 8h + _p radians
The difference between the maximum blocking angle and the ion exhaust beam
half-angle is the normalized plasma frequency which, in terms of the ion rocket
par_,:neters, is expressed by
H-39 > (20) 6_R-_h = _ = 3.26.[
o_ V Isp
This relationship is shown graphically in Fig. 2.3.
The fraction of the ion exhaust which blocks the signal rays in the plane per-
pendicular to the axis of symmetry is given by
ib
_. (21) bBR - 5.31 "i--"H -24 b
sp
The geometrical interpretation of the fraction and a graph of itsbehavior are
given in Fig. 2.4. For an actual spacecraft configuration, the total solid angle
within which signals are blocked also depends on the location of the antenna, and
remains to be determined.
The solid angle over which reflections significantly reduce the signal ray
power is only a little larger than the solid angle over which the signal ray is
entirely blocked. Fig. 2.5.depicts an approximate three dimensional view of
the blocked region caused by the ion exhaust beam. If this solid angle is so large
that diffraction effects will not adequately fill the hole in the antenna pattern caused
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, INC.
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Fig. 2.4 Fraction of Ion Exhaust Beam which Completely Blocks
Plane Wave Perpendicular to Axis of Symmetry
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by reflections, then it will be necessary to orient the spacecraft and antenna system
so that the signal beam and the ion exhaust beam do not intersect.
2.5 Signal Reduction due to Beam Spreading
The signal ray also loses power intensity by the defocusing effect of the ion
rocket exhaust beam. The special case for which the signal rays are in the plane
perpendicular to the ion exhaust beam axis of symmetry is given by
bI37Ili3 1
I24 _ (22) s_ = Ts_ 1+2 f - bcos_
b a
2 sin2@n2(b -2bb acosq_+b 2) -b a
The special case for the signal ray passing through the axis
1-38 b i _ i)
_ (23) s_(o) = i +2b (_
for ion exhaust beams of interest
bai b
1-40 > (24) S_(0) = 1 = 10.62 b'-T--
sp
is plotted in Fig. 2.6. These curves show a power intensity decrease of 2 to 3 db
(and more) in the region of interest. This is a serious loss, particularly considering
that these curves represent only lower bounds.
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CHAPTER III: SIGNAL DISTORTION
3.1 Introduction
The probability of errors being introduced into the transmitted information
increases as the ratio of distortion level to signal level increases. Signal distortion
results whenever the transmission channel causes the different frequency components
of the signal to have different relative amplitudes and/or different relative phases. The
distortion can be caused by extensive properties of the transmission channel which
cause mulitpathing: i.e., signal rays arriving at the receiver from different directions.
The distortion can also be caused by the intensive properties of the medium, determined
by the particle densities and collisionfrequencies, which cause the different frequency
components to propagate with differentphase velocities and different attenuation factors.
Only the latter cause is investigated here.
3.2 Phase Distortion Index
The analytical formulation of distortionis given in Appendix J. For relatively
narrow-band signals, amplitude distortion is likelyto be small compared with phase
distortion. A phase distortion index is defined in terms of the Taylor expansion
remainder after the linear term of the transfer function phase characteristic by
f2
• J-Si o
>(1) % = B-z a21r( )
where
sym def
>-(2) the signal _carrier frequency_
Lbandwidth J
Small phase distortion requires that the inequality
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, INC.
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2
f
Oj-53 _ (3) ',%1 <<
B"
be satisfied.
3.3 Distortion Index for a Ray Perpendicular to the lon Exhaust Beam Axis
A preliminary and representative estimate of the range of conditions over which
phase distortion is negligible is obtained for the case of the signal ray passing through,
and perpendicular to, the ion exhaust beam axis. For this case, the phase distortion
factor is expressed by
f2 f-2
rrL p oj-6s >,(4) _D =-4-x- 2 -2
o (i -_fo )3/2
where
sym def >-(5) L = signal path lengZh through plasma.
For ion engines that appear likely to be builtin the next decade this reduces to
j =68 >(6> %
f2
= - 2h%
0
In terms of the ion exhaust beam properties this is
Pblb
J-69 ), (7) ki,D = 1.82foX 1012
sp
Using the center frequency for the specified frequency band gives
J-7o ;, (8) g2D = -830 Pblb
sp
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t,
Consequently, the maximum value for the phase distortion index for the Jupiter orbiter
examples is given by
. j-72 _(9) _D = 0.S
The minimum carrier frequency to the bandwidth ratio for consideration is
f
J-73 o
_,,,(io) W = ii
Consequently, the inequality, (3), is more than satisfiedthereby making distortion
insignificantfor the next generation of comtemplated ion engines.
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CHAPTER IV: NOISE GENERATION IN AN ION ROCKET EXHAUST BEAM
4.1 Introduction
The basic source of noise in the ion rocket exhaust beam plasma is the radiation
from electrons accelerated by the positive ions. This process is called bremsstrahlung.
Since the collision interactions of the electrons and ions are random, the bremsstrahlung
radiation is incoherent, and hence is noise. The noise energy generated by brems-
strahlung can be greatly increased by:
1. Up-conversion through various nonlinear process which can occur in
the plasma
2. Amplification via growing-wave phenomena, which can also occur in a
variety of modes in the plasma.
These processes may produce sizable fluctuations on a scale which is large compared to
the charged particle nearest neighbor spacing but small compared to the dimensions of
the ion exhaust beam. The noise radiation from these small scale fluctuations may be
substantially greater than the basic bremsstrahlung radiation. Consequently, even if
the noise directly generated (in the band of interest) by bremsstrahlung were completely
negiigible, the possible growing-wave, up-conversion and intermediate scale fluctuation
processes may cause an objectionable amount of noise to be present, and hence should
be investigated.
4.2 Spectral Power Generated by Bremsstrahlung per Unit Length of the Ion Exhaust Beam
A preliminary estimate of
sym def
), (1) Plf = the spectral power generated per unit
length of the ion exhaust beam
is given in terms of the estimated ion exhaust beam cross section area and the estimated
spectral power generated per unit volume by
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addition ,
> (2) Plf = AbPf
In terms of the ion beam cross section area,
B-60 _ (3) A b = Yb 2
and the noise power generated per unit volume for the frequency range of interest,
2
K-164 y (4) Pc 2.84x 10 -52 n _n3.5x 103V
= V co1 (30
the noise power per unit length of ion exhaust beam is given by
n2b 2
2 = 8.92 x 10 -52 -V'--_n 3.5 x 103 Voo
3, 4 _ (5) Plf oo
watts/Hz/unit length.
Expressing the radius and ion density in terms of beam power, current density and
specific impulse gives
B-55, B-66r. .(6) n2b 2 1 873 x 1039 Pbib
= .
I
sp
Consequently, the noise generated per unit length by bremsstrahlung is given by
5 1.67 x 10 -12 Pbib
6 p (7) Plf = V 1 4 _n3.5x 103Vco
oo sp
A range of relative electron energies from 1 ev to 0.1 ev is taken in order to give a
numerical indication of the dependence on this parameter,
7
(8) Plf
V
GO
(9.7_ X 10.11Phi b (0.1
_1.36_) _ watts/Hz/unit length, _I.0
This is graphed as a function of ion current density for the Jupiter orbiter example
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2-3 _(9) _Pb = 2.41x 10 "II watts-sec -4
14
sp
and another example having one third the specific impulse
Pb = 500 kw
Isp = 4, 000 sec. Pb -4
(I0) _ = 1.95 x 10 -9 watts-sec.
sp
Thus
8 _(11)9, 10 Plf
V
CO
0, I 1,0
= _191 26.5_. x
L2.35 0.328J
I sec
sp
4,000
I0 -21 i b w/Hz/unit length _2,000
This is graphed in Fig. 4.1.
4.3 Comparison with Thermal Noise
In order to obtain some appreciation for the significance of the noise power gen-
erated by bremsstrahlung, a comparison is made with available spectral noise power
from a resistance
R4-1:259 _,. (12) PfANR = kT = 1.38 x I0-23T w/Hz
The temperature that a resistance must have to give a specified spectral power is,
hence,
12 > (13) T = 7.25 x 1022 Pf °K .
A temperature scale based on this relationship is placed on the right-hand ordinate
of the graph in Fig. 4.1. For the Jupiter orbiter example, an ion exhaust beam having a
specific impulse of 12,000 sec., a power of 500 kw, a current density of 15ma/cm 2, and
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Fig. 4.1 Bremsstrahlung Spectral Power Per Unit Length Generated in a
500 KW Ion Rocket Exhaust Beam
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relative electron kinetic energy with respect to the ions of 0.1 ev would produce
3.5 x 10 -19 w/Hz/m of ion exhaust beam, If all this power were absorbed by a receiver,
it would be the same as that supplied by a matched resistance at 25,600 °K. If the
relative electron kinetic energy were l ev, the noise generation would reduce to
5 x 10 "20 w/I-Iz/m, which corresponds to a resistance temperature of 3,560 °K. This
effective temperature is large. If this temperature were low, the bremsstrahlung alone
would not be of significance. But since it is not, it is necessary to determine the actual
amount of noise power accepted by the receiving antenna. Note that the bremsstrahlung
noise power density generated per unit length of beam varies with position, hence
• decreases with increasing distance from the spacecraft. Note also that the presence of
up-conversion, amplification via growing waves, and intermediate scale fluctuations
could increase the noise level by many orders of magnitude. As a consequence, further
work is required before an adequate assessment can be made of the noise power gen-
erated by the ion exhaust beam o
4.4 Comparison with Black Body Radiation
Black body radiation provides another comparative index. For the long wavelength
of interest the spectral power radiated per unit area of black body surface is given by
Rayleigh -
2_'ckT d_, watts m "2
Jeans Law> (14) dB A = k4
In terms of this
sym def _ (i 5) Wf = the spectral power emittance (power/unit area/l-Iz)
is given by
>-(16) wf-- d-r-- =
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watts m "2 Hz "1
Using
C -124 ]d_] _ c7(17)
f2
gives
16
17
21rkT -2 -1
_ (18) Wf = ---¢-- watts m Hz
Using the wavelength at the center frequency in the band of interest gives
18 _--(19) Wf 338kT = 4.67 x 10 -21 T watts/Hz/m 2)_ = 0.1363 m, 1Zr =
Comparing this with the available spectral power from a resistance shows that the area
required to deliver the same power at the same temperature,
12, 15 PfANR 2
_ (20) A = _ m
is given by
20 1 2 2
(21) A = _ = 2.96 x 10 -3 m = 29.6cm19, 12
The spectral power that would be radiated by a cylindrical black body of unit length
is given by
15
,_ (22) PBIf = 2_t bWf
For the Jupiter orbiter example the radius at the exhaust plane is given by
B-66 = O. 31 m
2-3 _ (23) br
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#Consequently,
21 = 1.95Wf' 2 _, (24) PBlf
and hence
24 = 9 11 x 10 "21 T watts/m2/Hz19 _ (25) PBlf "
In this case, the equivalent black body temperature required to radiate a specified
spectral power is given by
25 _ (26) T = 1.1 x 1020 Pf
and is approximately two and a half orders of magnitude less that the temperature
given by (13). Consequently the bremsstrahlung noise radiation from the ion exhaust
beam for the Jupiter orbiter example is of the same order as that from a black body
at a temperature of 100 °K.
L •
4.5 Comments
The analysis of bremsstrahlung in the literature, which presents readily usable
results, rests on approximations which lead to improper integration at both the upper
and lower limits. The more exact treatment presented here eliminates the singu-
larry at the upper limit without resorting to any cutoff mechanism including those
provided by a more detailed knowledge of the plasma behavior. The singularity at the
lower limit is eliminated by considering the extended structure of the electron as a
quantum mechanical wavepacket. This approach gives a lower limit more directly deter-
mined by the electrons momentum rather than by its energy, as is usually done in the
literature. As a consequence the noise radiation appears to be substantially larger
under some circumstances of interest here. While comparisons of bremsstrahlung
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generated noise power in the ion exhaust beam, with noise from a
1. resistor
2. black body
may appear somewhat arbitrary, it does provide a relative orientation. If the brems-
strahlung generated noise is insignificant by comparison it can be neglected; however,
the converse statement cannot be made.
If the noise due to bremsstrahlung is significant, then its directional properties
and polarization become important and should be examined since the communication
signal is affected according to its polarization and the antenna pattern orientation.
These properties are a consequence of the streaming motion.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUDING REMARKS
5.1 Results
The results obtained are considered preliminary because of their partial coverage
of the subject, and tentative because of the approximations involved. Under the condi-
tions considered, the principal results may be summarized as follows:
1. The signal loss via attenuation in the ion rocket exhaust beam (due to electron-
ion collisions) is negligible for contemplated ion rocket engines, provided that
the signal frequency is sufficiently above the plasma frequency. This is the
case with 2.1- to 2.3- Gc frequency band and the chosen design parameters
for the Jupiter craft.
2. For the semihomogeneous ion exhaust beam model, the signal ray losses for
normal incidence are several orders of magnitude above the electron collision
losses in the parameter ranges of interest, but are still sufficiently small to
be neglected. However, the ion exhaust beam internal structure for practical
ion rockets may cause reflection (or scattering) losses which are one or more
orders of magnitude larger. For nonnormal incidence, the signal rays en-
counter a solid angle or area within the ion exhaust beam which completely
blocks transmission•
3. The reduction in signal power intensity due to spreading of the signal beam
which passes through the ion rocket exhaust beam has a lower bound of a few
decibels at the exit plane of its Jupiter craft example.
4. Distortion is negligible with the signal frequency substantially above the plasma
resonant frequency for normal operation, and for the case in which the signal
ray is perpendicular to, and passes through, the axis of symmetry of the ion
rocket exhaust beam. Any other case of signal ray orientation is not expected
to make distortion significant.
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The bremsstrahlung noise power generated per unit length of ion exhaust beam
may be significant in the frequency band of interest. To verify this result, the
analysis must be pursued in greater detail. Up-conversion,amplification pro-
cesses and intermediate scale fluctuations may increase the noise level by many
orders magnitude and thereby present a _erious noise problem.
5.2 Operational Recommendations
1. Orient the spacecraft and antenna system so that signal ray directions of interest
do not pass through the dead blockage region or the strong divergence region of
the ion exhaust beam.
2. Program ion-rocket off-time for communication use if gross attenuation and
noise generation cannot be adequately mitigated without significant degradation
of the ion rocket propulsion capability.
5.3
1.
2.
General Recommendations for Further Work
Design critical experiments to verify predictions.
Determine a more realistic model for the ion rocket exhaust beam by including
the effects of diffusion and recombinations.
3. Using the more realistic ion exhaust beam model, particularly the alteration of
sharp boundaries to diffuse boundaries, determine the effect on the signal strength
reduction.
4. Determine the added reflection and scattering losses due to multiple emitter
design of the ion rocket engine.
5. Improve the bremsstrahlung noise generation analysis and take into account the
radiation pattern and polarization characteristics caused by the anisotropic
velocity distribution.
6. Determine the amount of noise generated by nonlinear up-conversion, growing
wave amplification and intermediate scale fluctuation processes.
ENGINEERING, INC.
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QUANTUM
7. Determine the extent of the antenna detuning by the proximity of the ion exhaust
beam, particularly by the diffusion of plasma into the near field region at the
antenna.
8, Determine the effect of diffusion from the ion exhaust beam on the antenna break-
down properties,
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION
R. 1 Development-Tracking Notation
A special notation scheme is employed to increase the
.ease with which mathematical developments can be fol-
lowed and, sinmltaneously, to simplify the process of
committing them to written form with adequate detail.
Arrows are placed to the left of each equation number to
serve as a bookkeeping aid for the equation derivation.
The information above each arrow designates the prin-
cipal source or sources from which the equation origi-
nates. The information below the arrow refers to auxiliary
sources of information or special conditions substituted
into the primary sources in order to obtain the equation.
Examples of the equation bookkeeping scheme, where
the principal information source is one or more other
equations, are given in Table A1.
Examples of the arrow bookkeeping scheme, where the
principal source of information is not another equation,
are given in Table A2.
In each Section (or Appendix), the equations are
independently numbered, starting from (1). Equations
in the same Section (or Appendix) are referred to by
number only, whereas the numbers of equations in a
different Section (or Appendix) are preceded by the
Section number (or Appendix letter). This is exemphfied
in Table A3.
Table A1. Bookkeeping scheme when principal sources
for equations are in same Section
Example Meaning
9
I0, 11
1+8
17.+9
IO/11
19
y_3
8
,<<b
12
17a19
)_ 112)
(9)
) (31)
> (12)
)- (41)
)_ (26)
)- (27)
ii 2) is obtained by using (101 and (I 1) in (9)
(9) is obtained by adding (1) and (8)
(31) i= obtained by dividing (17) by (9)
(i 2) is obtained by substituting (il)into
(10) and that result into (9)
(41) is obtained by substitutingy = 3into
(19)
(26) is obtained from (8) If a <_<_ b
Part one of (27) is obtained by subHituting
(17) into (12) and
Part two of (27) is obtained by substituting
(I 9) into (12)
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Material from other documents or papers are indicated
as in Table A4.
Table A3. Bookkeeping scheme when source equations
are in other Sections
Example
9
> (1 2)
Meaning
(I 2) Is obtained from Eq. (9) in the same
Section (or Appendix)
111-9
) (I 2) (12) Is obtained from Eq. (9) in Section III
F-9
), (12) (12) Is obtained from Eq. (9) In Appendix P
TableA2. Bookkeeping scheme when sources
are not equations
Example Meaning
Fig 1
_. (3)
Table 3
.-_ (1 21
causality
). (2)
name
3. 151
i 4 analog
_, (721
sym def
-), (4)
phys def
161
geom def
-). (e)
con def
+ 17)
identily ), (9)
linearity
3, 113)
(3) is obtained from the information in
Fig. 1
(I 2) it obtained from the information in
Table 3
(2) is a basic cause-and-effect relationship
(5) is °s (name) law or equation
(72) is obtained by a development analogous
to the way in which (14) is obtained
(4) is a symbol definition
(6) is a physical definition
(6) is a geometrical definition
(7) it a conceptual definition
(9) la an identity
(13) is obtained by linear superposition of
component parts
Table A4. Bookkeeping scheme when sources
are in other documents
Example Meaning
Ref 3,132 ), (12) (12) Is obtalned from page 132of Rot. 3
Ref 5(6--73)
). (e) (8) Is obtained fr6m Eq. (6--73) of Ref. 5
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A.2 Physical Constants
RA2:591 > (1) Cv
Quantity
= 8.8552 x 10-12farads/m
1 -9farads
= 36"--'-_x 10 /m
Name
vacuum capacity
RA2:591
.-- (2) /'/v
N
417 x 10-7henries/m
1.2566 x 10-6henries/m
vacuum inductivity
RA2:591
RA2:591
RAl:7-3
, (3) c
(4) e
> (5) m
e
4 - 5 > (6) e__
m
e
RA1:7 -3
_-- (7) M 1
2.9978 x 108m/sec
= 1.6020 x 10-19coulombs
-10
= 4. 8028 x 10 esu
9. 1085 x lO-31kg
= 1.7594 x lOllcoulombs/kg
= 1. 6598 x 10-27kg
vacuum speed of light
elect ron charge
electron mass
charge/mass ratio
mass of particle with
atomic weight one
RA1:7 -3
> (8) m
P
14 - 5 _ (9)
RA3:F -81
Lat 50 °
_, (10)
mp/m e
g
1.6724 x lO-27kg
= 1,836
= 9. 8107 m/sec 2
= 32. 187 ft/sec 2
proton mass
proton tO electron mass
acceleration of gravity
RA1:7-3 ,, (11) h
RAl:7-3 _ (12) k
RAi :7 -3
RA 1:7 -3
J- (13) o"
> (14) N A
= 6.6251 x 10-34joules-sec
= 4. 1355 x 10-15ev-sec
-27
= 6.6251 x 10 erg-sec
= 1. 3805 x 10-23joules/deg
= 8.6170 x 10-5ev/deg
= 1.3805 x 10-16erg/deg
5. 6697 x 10-12w/cm2(deg K) 4
6.0248 x 1023molecules(g-mole)
Planck' s constant
Boltzmann' s constant
Stephan-Boltzmann constant
Avogadro' s number
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A. 3 Set Notation
Highly repetitive expressions which have a similar structure can be expressed
with a substantial savings of reading, writing and abstracting time by the use of
setbrackets, {}. Forexample:
Set Notation
[xi] 1 < i < N
Long Hand Notation
Xl,X2,X3,X 4, ..., x n, ... x N
n
x =J x+Ix2+y2
f_l ('incidence _ i = the angle of incidence= the angle of _ _kxefractionJ r = the angle of refraction
A. 4 Matrix Notation
If the members of a set can be specified by an address, they can be illustrated
as a table. Sometimes it is convenient to omit (but understand) the lines which
compartmentalize the table into sections designated by the various addresses•
Varying degrees of this are illustrated by
All A12 [All A121 IAll A12_ HAl! A1211 f All A12_ [All AI2
*_*" I*_*_1: I_ *-I_ II_ *_11:L_-_*'q:l _ *_
*_ *-- I*_ *-- k*_,*a_ II*a_"3211 \*a_ *aa] i*a_*a2
Corresponding shorthand notation is given by
tabXeofA = [_ -- _i_ = IIAij II = (Aij) = _ = _A .
A table is a matrix and the commonly used notations are the third, fourth and fifth illustrated
above. These commonly used notations are unfortunate from the standpoint that the
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same type of bracket symbols also have other meanings. The last notation on the
right is advantageousbecause it has the greatest deg-J:eeof consistency with the
fundamental principles which govern choise of notation:
1. parsimony
2. clarity
3. neatness
4. minimum usage for other purposes
5. flexibility for generalization.
For example,
table of f(x,y)
1
= 1.5
2
.03 1.2
3l 26 1 [ 31 26 y
3.7 0.7 = 1.513.7 0.8
0.2 -18 2 [0.2 -18
X
A. 5 Vector and Dyad Notation
= _f(xlY ) Y = f(x,y)
Bold face or Clarendon type utilized in books, for representing vectors are not
practicably available for handwritten or typed material. The many notations such
as bars, arrows, asterisks, etc., which may be placed over or under a symbol to
to designate that the symbol is to represent a vector are all unsatisfactory because
of the multiplicity of different meanings for such symbols. A much neater and
ambiguity-free notation for the representation of printed or typed vector symbols
is a vertical stroke integrated into the symbol to make it appear as a single symbol,
instead of a combination of two symbols, and also make it simulate a bold face
symbol, for example:
_ b ¢ d e ff h _ _ k 11 in n e P q ]r s 1_ tn v v_x _r z
AB_DII?.WC-II__L_/II_IOP_]R.$']FUVWX Y Z
The major exception to this notation form, the unit vectors, are designated by a
unit body symbol and with the approprate subscript. For example
b = bxlx+by Yl +bz zl = brlr+b010+b¢l$.
Dyads are written the same as vectors but with two dots inside the bold parts.
Unit dyads are designated by a unit symbol with two subscripts.
33
example _ = Z Z lij¢ij
i=t j=l
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A. 6 Operator Symbols on the Body-Symbol Level
integral II
sum II
d differential ( )
partial derivative L....
_(x partial derivative with respect to _x nf----
A difference, deviation _)_
v del
• dot product Rn
x cross product >
approxim ate > >
/ not
+ or/ divide by
absolute value
determinant
average
angle
nth root
real part
imaginary part
remainder after nth term
greater than
much greater than
A. 7 Symbols Placed over the Body Symbol
• derivative with respect to time
average
transform V
maximum value
minimum vlaue
complex quantity
A. 8 Superscript Symbols
$ functional or operator inverse
* complex conjugate
' derivative with respect to the
argument
o
degree
1
2
E
H
first order or degree
second order or degree
E wave
H wave
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A.9 Subscript Symbols
,' value giving maximum
_, value giving minimum
II parallel
± perpendicular
1 per unit
1 region-I, part-l, term-I
2 region-l, part-2, term-2
a antenna
A attenuation
b beam
B blocked
c collision
C critical
d delay
d double
D Debye
D distortion
e electron
E electric field
h half
H magnetic field
i ion
i incident
i input
K kinetic
m material
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n
o
P
P
P
r
r
r
R
R
S
S
S
S
sp
T
V
X
Y
Z
e
p
¢
neutral particle
output
plasma
potential
power
relative
refracted
radial component
reflected
reception
species
surface
special
spreading
specific
transmission
vacuum
x -component
y-component
z -component
O-component
power density
p -component
-component
solid angle
i
DA. I0 Latin Body Symbols
a distance from antenna
A area
A attenuation
b collision parameter
b beam radius
B bandwidth
B normalized radial distance
B magnetic flux density (scalar)
B magnetic flux density (vector)
c spe(',, ',)f light
D electric flux density (scalar)
E) electric flux density (vector
e electron's charge
E electric field intensity (scalar)
IE electric field intensity (vector)
f frequency
f function
F any field function or component
g free fail acceleration
G antenna or radiator gain
h Planck's constant
H magnetic field intensity (scalr)
tt magnetic field intensity (vector)
i incidence angle
i current density (scalar)
Q
n current density (vector)
I current
I impulse
J
j particle flux density
J particle flux
k Boltzmann constant
K normalized ion beam parameter
angular momentum
length
L length
IL length vector
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m
m
M
n
n
N
P
P
P
P
q
Q
r
r
"r
lr
R
R
R
S
S
$
t
t
T
T
T
T
T
U
111
V
V
V
W
W
meter
particle mass
m ass
refractive index
number density
number
power intensity(scalar)
power intensity(vector)
particle momentum
power
particle charge
charge
radial coordinate
refraction angIe
radius
position vector
radial distance
remainder
normalized ratio
spreading factor
surface area
surface vector
tangent
time
time interval, period
transfer function
thru st
temperature
transmission coefficient
speed
velocity
phase speed
voltage
energy in electron volts
energy
weight
Latin BodySymbols(Cont.)
x rectangular coordinate
y rectangular coordinate
z rectangular coordinate
Z charge number
characteristic impedance
normalized z-coordinate
A. 1l Greek Body Symbols
¢_ attenuation factor v col|ision frequency
attenuation factor vector _ normalized collision
fl phase factor parameter
_t power density scalar
phase factor vector
y Euler constant (0.5772) ¢t Poynting's vector
r reflection coefficient ¢t 3.14159 ...
6 deflection angle 0 charge density
incremental change p cylindrical radial
coordinate
¢ capacitivity p cylindrical radial
normalized z-coordinate vector
7) normalized y-coordinate (_ conductivity
@ polar coorcinate (_ collision cross section
x absorption index T time constant
X wavelength _ aximuth corrd inate
A volume X susceptibility
permeability _ phase coordinate
distortion index
oo angular frequency
solid angle
A. 12 Composite Symbols
amp ampere
cm centimeter
Cs cesium
Hz Hertz
Composite symbols are defined in the text where first introduced. Because of
the large number of them and their restricted usage they are not redefined here,
with the exception of the more universal of the composite symbols which are listed
below• In general however their meaning can be directly obtained from that of
the body symbol together with the sub and super scripts given in the previous sections.
Iv 1st type order v modified Bessel function
K kilogramg
K v 2nd type order v modified Bessel function
I
sp
specific impulse
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APPENDIX B: ION ROCKET EXHAUST BEAM PROPERTIES
B. 1 Introduction
Propulsion device characteristics normally considered by the ion rocket
designe r are: specific impulse, thrust, power, beam voltage and beam current.
Not all of these are independent nor are they always specified.
Communication with an ion rocket driven spacecraft can be affected by the
densities and collision frequencies of the constituent particles of the ion exhaust
beam; hence, it is necessary to know these quantities to predict the effects of the
ion exhaust beam on communications. For some purposes it is also necessary
to know the distribution functions for the constituent particles.
The objective of this appendix is to provide simple formulae and charts
which give the needed information in terms of more readily available information.
B.2 Mechanical Variables
The flight time is primarily determined by (Ref. B. 1)
sym def*_(1) T = thrust
and the terminal mass is primarily determined by (Ref. B,1)
sym def
>(2) I
sp
= Specific (weight) Impulse.
These two quantities are the most direct measure of the thrustors propulsion
capability.
B.3 Specific Impulse
The total momentum ejected is called
See Appendix A for an explanation of the arrows and associated notation to the left
of the equation numbers.
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sym def > (3) I = Impulse.
In terms of
sym def 7(4) M =
and
the total mass ejected
symdef (5) uf = the ejection speed
the momentum ejected is given by
phys def ;_ (6) I = Mu .
In terms of
sym def: (7) W = the ejected weight,
the specific impulse is given by
I
phys def_ (8) Isp = -_
The ejected weight is related to the ejected mass by
Newton ,
>-(9) W = Mg
where
sym def) (10) g = the free fall acceleration.
Consequently, the specific impulse is related to the ejection speed by
8 u
0,9 ._(11) Isp = _ .
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The specific impulse can also be expressed in terms of
sym defp(12) = the impulse per unit time
divided by
syrn def ;: (13) W = the weight ejection rate
thus,
i
>-(14) Isp = .--_
W
B.4 Thrust
The thrust is force resuking from mass ejection, i.e. the momentum ejected
per unit time. In terms of ejection speed and
,sym def ;-(i5) M = the mass ejection rate
the thrust is given by
phys def, (16) T = l_lu
fm •
Ifu is in meters per second and M in kilograms per second, then the thrust T is in
newtons.
The thrust in kilograms in terms of the thrust in newtons is given by
1kg =g newtons> (17) -- iT
TKg g newtons
consequently
17 " (18) TKg = lf/I u16 "" g •
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The thrust in kilograms is related to the specific impulse by
18 :-(19) = I_iI11 TK g sp
Since the impulse imparted per unit time,
> (20) I = g_u ,
is the thrust
16 2(21) T =
20
the specific impulse can also be expressed as the thrust per weight of material
ejected per unit time
14 T
21 ,'_ (22) Isp
B.5 Electrical Variables
The electrical variables
sym def _(23) V b = the beam voltage
and
sym def ?-(24) I b = the beam ion current
are more closely related to the particle densities and collision frequencies
required for analysis of communication problems than are the specific impulse
and thrust.
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B.6 Beam Voltage in Terms of Specific Impulse
For the ion velocity ranges of interest,
sym def (2s) wK = the particle kinetic energy
is given with sufficientaccuracy by the nonrelativistic approximation,
phys def 1 2
• = _m.u
,_ (26) W K 2 1
where
sym def ; (27) m. = ion mass
1
and the speed of the ions with respect to the spacecraft is the mass ejection speed.
During acceleration,
sym def ; (28) Wp = the potential energy given up by the ions
is given by
phys def,
, (29) Wp = qiVb
where
sym def _ (30) qi = the ion charge.
Since the potential energy is converted into kinetic energy during the acceleration
process,
energy
conservation,
,,,(3_) wK = Wp .
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Consequently,
31 ;(32) u -- ]2qivb
26, 29 _ m i
The specific impulse in terms of the beam voltage is consequently
ii 7-(33) l ] 2qiVb
32 Isp = g _ m i
For singly ionized cesium ions,
Cs A# A1_2.9'-( 34 ) mcs 10 -25= 2.21 x Kg
hence, the specific impulse for a cesium beam is
33 = 123 V_34, n-4, A-16 (35) Isp sec.
The voltage required to produce a desired specific impulse is consequently
35 k(36) V b = 6.63 x 10 -5 12 volts
sp
B.7 Beam Current in Terms of Thrust and Specific Impulse
In terms of the ion charge and
s T, def 7-(37) J i = the ion flux
con def
>, (38) J i = the number of ions ejected per second,
the beam current is given by
phys def > (39) I =b qiJi
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The mass ejection rate in terms of the ion mass and ion flux can be expressed by
lohys def (40) -- miJi
The beam current in terms of the mass ejection rate is consequently given by
39 qi
40 _ (41) Ib = _ N/I
i
Expressing the beam current in terms of thrust and specific impulse gives
41 , (42) = qi TK_$_
19 Ib m. I
1 sp
For singly ionized cesium ions, the beam current is
42 =A-4,34 > (43) Ib 7.26x 105
sp
For graphical conversion from mechanical to electrical units, itis more convenient
to use
43 -6
> (44) TKg = 1.377 x 10 Iblsp
A chart for conversion between mechanical and electrical properties is given in Fig. B.i.
B.8 Beam Power
A frequently specified quantity is
sym def
> (45) Pb = the beam power.
In terms of electrical quantities, the beam power is given by
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Thrust
Tkg
kilograms
_U
101
7
: :! .
`5 :,I I
I
10 0 -
7
5
3
2
5 10 2 2
Fig. B. i
5 7 10 3 2 3 S 7 10 _ 2 3 5 7 10 5
Specific Impulse Isp seconds
Chart: for conversion between mechanical and electrical characteristics
of an ion rocket.
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pphys def
(46) Pb = Vblb
In terms of mechanical quantities the beam power is given by
1 Mu 2phys def, (47) Pb = 2
and hence also by
2
47 (48) Pb = g--" TKI11, 18 2 sp
Expressing the coefficient numerically gives
48
_ (49) Pb = 48.1 TKIspgA-10
For plotting, it is more convenient to express this in the form,
-2
2.08 x l0 Pb49
y (50) TKg = I
sp
These constant power curves are also incorporated in Fig. B. 1.
Fig. B. 1 allows conversion from any two independent ion exhaust beam
parameters to the other ion exhaust beam parameters. For example, a 100KW
ion beam with a specific impulse of 10, 000 seconds has a thrust of 210 grams, a
beam current of 14 amperes and a beam voltage of 700 volts.
B.9 Ion Density
The cesium ion density in the exhaust beam is primarily determined by the
sym def
2-(51) ib = the ion current density in the exhaust beam.
The current densities obtainable from porous tungsten surfaces are plotted in
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1600
Temperature OK
Fig. B.2 Emission Current Density vs Temperature.
(Reproduced from Fig. 25 in Ref. B.2.)
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Fig. B. 2 (Fig. 25 in Ref. B.2) against temperature for various pore sizes.
Reference B.2 specifies 15 ma/cm 2 as a reasonable value for the Jupiter craft
ion rocket design.
The current density is related to
syrn def /,.(52) n. = the ion density
1
by
E -13
E-12 ;, (53) i b = qini u
Consequently, the ion density in terms of the ion current density and specific
impulse is given by
53 ib
ii -. (54) n.z = qiglsp ;
hence,
54 10.17 ib 3
A-4, A-10 _ (55) n.1 = 6.36 x --i ions per m .
sp
The ion density is plotted against specific impulse for various current densities
in Fig. B.3. Since the ion beam is essentially neutral, the electron density is the
same as the ion density; hence the plasma resonant frequency is given by
E-56 ;:-,,(56) f = 7.16 x 109 fit-f----
55 ' p
Hz
For the following current densities
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n°
1
ions 3
per m
1017 -
7-
5
1016
7
5
2
1015
7
5
2
1014
!iilif!: iiIl-!itl!:: _
..li i _ii_
.Lii'i ; ,
' t-;! ' Ii !!!
-_ T !!1 I :_ !:]
. _i_ iil
/r!]t]!i' 'll
5
Fig. B.3
seconds
Ion density in the ion rocket exhaust beam
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choice
, ?..(57)
i ma = 10-3amp
1cm2=i0-4 m 2
ibma/cm2 ib amp/m2 "/-_-b !
1
3
10
15
30
10 3.16 ,
30 _ 5.47 i
i00 I i0
150 _ 12 25 i
300 i 17 32 i{ " i
;
the plasma frequency is given by
2.271
3.92 ',
>56
57 ,.(58) f = , 7.17 '
P } 8.77!
i1204
K. j
This is graphed in Fig. B.4. The
ib ma/cm 2
i 1
i
i010 j 3
Hz < i0| 15
ilsp !30
I
i
two horizontal dashed lines bound the signal
band of interest.
As an example of the use of Fig. B. 3, consider the design values of 12,000
seconds specific impulse and 15 ma/cm 2 current density for the Jupiter orbiter
3
spacecrapt; Fig. B.3 gives an ion density of 8 x 1015 ions per m and Fig. B.4
gives a plasma frequency of 805 Me.
As the ion exhaust beam recedes from the spacecraft, the divergence of the
beam reduces the current density and, hence, the ion density. The way in which
the density depends on distance is in part determined by the total size of the ion
beam.
B. i0 Ion Exhaust Beam Radius
The ion exhaust beam radius can be obtained from the total current, the
current density and the assumed distribution over the exhaust beam cross section.
Considerations here are limited to circular beams with a uniform distribution
over the cross section.
temperature and design.
QUANTUM
The emission ion current density depends on the emitter
The ion current density downstream depends on the
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f
P
Hz
5
.
2
109.
7
5
108
7
5
3
107
3 5 7 10 3 2 3 5 7 10 4
Fig. B. 4 Plasma frequency in the ion exhaust beam
I
sp
i :ii:!, !
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emission current density, the ion exhaust beam divergence angle and d_e ion
current. In terms of
sym def (59) Ab the ion exhaust beam cross section area
perpendicular to the axis of symmetry,
the ion exhaust beam radius is _ven by
>,.(60) b = vA_b,,seometry
Ifthe current density is uniform over the beam cross section,
area is given by
the cross section
def of ib Ib
_ (61) A b = ib
hence the exhaust beam radius can be expressed by
[ Ib
60 (62) b = |
61 _ _ri b
It is desirable to express the ion exhaust beam radius in terms of power and
specific impulse. The ion beam current can be expressed by
46 Pb
(63) Ib = V b
and hence by
63
33 ." (64) Ib -
2qi Pb
22
mig Isp
The ion exhaust beam diameter can thus be expressed by
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32
5
3
2
3
2
10 -4 3 5
Fig. B.5
I
103 2 3 S 7 1o4
Ion rocket exhaust beam radius per
I
sp
2
seconds
3
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62 >-(65) b = 1 i 2qiPb
64 glsp _ _E
Evaluating the numerical constants gives
65 / x b 68.0
34, A-4, A-10 '_ _66j meters per square root watt.
66
1.5!
4
(67) b _)12" i _
= _ o.80 m per t_-gff
i b ma/cm 2
1
3
10
15
30
This is graphed in Fig. B. 5. With the Jupiter orbiter spacecraft as an example, entering
the 15 ma/cm" current density curve at the absicissa value of 12,000 seconds gives
the radius per square root watt of 0.46 mm. Hence the radius in the exit plane of a
half megawaV¢ ion rocket is 32,5 cm which is a diameter of 65 cm or 2.13 ft.
B. 11 Variation of Ion Exhaust Beam Radius with Distance
The ion exhaust beam in this investigation is represented by a conical model
with
sym def
_- (68) Oh = the half cone angle.
Consequently the ion exhaust beam radlus varies as
Fig. 1.1 .(69 ) b = ztan0 h
where
sym def ),-(70) z
QUANTUM
distance along the symmetry axis from
the conical beam virtual point source.
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Z r = Z d - Z r
102
3
2
101
2
i0o
7
i0"I
3
Fig. B.6
' _ 2 3
5 7 10 3 2 3 5 7 10 4
I seconds
sp
Distance over which ion exhaust beam doubles its initial value;
also the distance of the virtual point source from the exit plane
source.
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The position of the virtual point source depends on
syrn def
 (71) br = the radius of the ion exhaust beam at
the real source (ion rocket exit plane)
sym def (72) z
r
the distance of the real source
from the virtual source
and the half cone angle according to
69 (73) z = b cot e_.
71,72 r r 11
In terms of
70, 72 f'VA\
r
= th_edistance from the real source of the beam,
the beam radius is given by
63 _ (75) b = [(z-Zr) + z r ] tan Oh
and hence
75
73 ; (76) b = b r + (z - Zr) tan Oh
The number of parameters involved makes itawkward to provide a generalized plot.
Some insight is provided by considering
sym def
(77) z d = the distance required to
double the beamwidth,
which is given by
76 _(78) zd -z = b cot8 hb = 2b r r
r
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Hence
68.0 cot0 h
78 >(79) z d - z =66 r I
sp
For small angles this becomes
79
68.0 Pi_ r:_(80) zd - zr = h-ff_sp
Expressing the half beam angle in degrees gives
80
> (81) zd - zr 3900oI Pib_r
Oh sp
This is graphed in Fig. B.6. Using the Jupiter orbiter spacecraft ion engine design
as an example, together with the assumption of a five degree beam half angle, gives
distance of 3.75 meters for the beam to double its diameter.
B. 12 Collision Frequency
In the ion exhaust beam,
sym def (82) v =
e
the electron collision frequency
is a function of position because it is a function of the particle densities and vel-
ocities which in turn are functions of position. In terms of
Jven} =
syrn def :-(83)_:eJ the c°llisi°n frequency °f electr°ns with//,2eutralSsilectron_
the total collisionfrequency is given by
83
>(84) V = V .+ V + V
e el en ee
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!In terms of
sym def )-(85)
sym def ?-(86)
d
. ee.)
the average relative electron
speed with respect to the
the electron collisioncross
section with respect to
ions
neutrals
electrons
[ions
t neutrals_
and
sym def
1ons
the collision frequencies are given by
kinetics
_(88)
e
_e# niaei
(7
_e_ nn en
_U _'_ (7
ee/ ne ee
For the initial determination of attenuation, the average relative electron velocity
is assumed to be independent of position, This assumption is not valid in the section
of the ion exhaust beam immediately adjacent to the ion rocket engine where the
neutralization process is taking place and where strong plasma oscillations are pre-
sent, Consequently it may also not be true over a substantial portion of the ion
exhaust beam•
The density of cesium ions is large compared to the density of neut2al atoms
operating
condition
> (89) n. >> n
1 n
and the collision cross section of electrons with ions is large compared to that of
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electrons with neutrals
h_tersction
laws
.-(90)
el en
Consequently
88
1,2 _(91) << V
89, 90 ;_en ei
and collision between electrons and neutrals can be neglected.
The electron-electron collision frequency is also neglected in this first
approximation. The validity of this approximation needs further investigation but
is essentially based on the relative collective behavior of the electrons induced by
the electromagnetic wave, with respect to that of the ions. The electromagnetic
wave produces a collective oscillationof the electrons with respect to the ions.
The dominant collisions which tend to disrupt the electrons collective oscillations
are those between the electrons and the ions rather than between the electrons.
Hence the electron-electron collisions are relatively unimportant, since
collective
behavior >-(92) V << ;_ . ,
ee el
from the point of view of their effectiveness in contributing to the attenuation.
Consequently the totalelectron collision frequency is approximated adequately by
84 _ (93) V = V .
91, 92 e el
The motion of the electrons with respect to the ions has both a thermal component
and a drift component, each of which varies with distance from the spacecraft. The
neutralization process normally injects electrons into the ion exhaust beam with a
velocity relative to the spacecraft that is lower than that of the ions. The ions sub-
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sequently accelerate the electrons and thereby reduce their relative drift velocity
difference as their distance from the spacecraft increases. This acceleration pro-
cess can also generate plasma oscillations of substantial amplitude. It is necessary
to determine the amplitude of these plasma oscillations and their rate of growth and
decay with distance in order to determine their contribution to Uei . It also is
necessary to know the way in which the electron temperature varies with the position
in the ion exhaust beam to obtain the random thermal contributions to u . . Examina-
el
tion of these considerations are left for a later investigation.
An approximate upper bound for the average initial relative velocity of the
electrons with respect to the ions is provided by the velocity of the ion beam, and
a lower bound is provided by the random thermal speed of the emitted electron:
kinetic s
approximation (94)
s (u._ _ u. .Uet e i
This may be used to obtain upper and lower bounds for the attenuation. If the
attenuation upper bound is sufficiently small, the problem need not be pursued
further.
The conventional coulomb scattering cross section between charged particles
is infinite. This singularity is avoided by using
sym def y (95)
RB. 3 (a. 5) > (96)
r D =
r D =
the Debye radius
(v kT
Evaluating the physical constants gives
96A-l, A-4, A-10 _(97) rD = 69.0 meters
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Using the Debye radius as a cut off for the potential of the ion in order to give
a finitescattering cross section,gives
RB. 3 (8.17)>(98) (7 . = A in 9N D
el
where
sym def ;. (99) N D = the number of electrons in a Debye sphere,
4 3
phys def 7-(100) N D = _r D ne
Hence
100 >-(101) N D = 1.378 x 10697
T3/2
In equation (98),
RB.3 (8.17!.(102) m
A = y _ Cvme u
Itis more convenient to express the energy in this equation in terms of electron
volts, viz.,
2I102 7'(103) A = Cv
Evaluating the physical constants gives
-18103 6.53 x 10 2
, (104) A = V2 mA-l, A-4
ei
The cross section is relatively insensitive to the electron density and temperature,
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as described above, since these variables only appear in the logarithm. Hence it
will suffice here to compute the logarithm factor for a nominal value of temperature
and electron density. Using
Fig. B.3 >.(105) T = 1550°K
and
Fig. B.4 > (106) n
e
1016 electrons/m 2
gives
101
105, 106 y (107) N D = 841 electrons
Hence
107
(108) in 9 N D = 8.93
and
98 5.83 x 10"17 2 5.83 x 10-13 2
104, 108 '_(109) (Yel" = V 2. m = V2" cm
el el
Comparison of this electron-ion cross section with the electron-neutral atom cross
sections of alkali metals gives
109;RB.4, Fig. %, (110) (r . _ 100" ,
el en
thereby supporting (90).
It is convenient to express the speed entering the collision frequency expression
in terms of the corresponding energy in electron volts relative to the ions,
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32 _ 2e Vei
i--_e > (111) Uei = _, me
Evaluating the physical constants gives
iii
A-4, AI-5 >.(i12) Uei 5.93 x 105
m/sec.
Thus the collision frequency can be expressed by
88 3.45 x i0 -II
109, 112 >- (113) /_el = V 3/2. n.z .
el
Since an objective of this preliminary investigation is to obtain a reasonably
close upper bound for the attenuation, the largest reasonable collision frequency
should be used. The largest reasonable collision frequency is obtained by using
the smallest reasonable relative kinetic energy. As a first step, consider the
thermal kinetic energy which is a lower bound (94). For this case, itis more
convenient to express the formula in terms of temperature. Using
kinetics _-(i14) eV = kT
gives
114 L/ V 8.62 x 10-5 T
-A-4, A-12r 'I15) =
and hence
ni
113 " (116) W : 4.31 x i0 "5115 ' ei
Using the nominal temperature of the contact ionization surface gives
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116 _(I17) = 7.07 x i0"I0 n. .105 _ 12ei I
It is interesting to note that the ratio of collision frequency to plasma resonant
frequency is
12e___i.= 7.88 x 10"llf_ -I17+ E-56} (118) fp
For the Jupiter orbiter spacecraft design point, the largest ion density encountered
is that at the exit plane is
Fig. B.3 ,_¢....
J-orbiter _ ,flY) nir = 8 x 1015
> (120) e---i_= 7.05 x 10-3118
119 f
pr
In practice, the mean ejection velocity of the neutralizing electrons would not be
equal to that of the ions. Even if their ejection velocities were matched to as low
as one electron volt the collision frequency would be
113
>_(121) 12 . = 3.45 x I0"II n.
V .= 1 el 1
el
in which case
•
12e---!i= 3.84 x I0
121+E 56 y(122 ) fP 1
and hence
2 •
_--(123) e._../._ = 3.44 x 10 "4122
119 f
pr
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Thus the ratio of collision frequency to plasma resonance frequency varies by an
order of magmtudewith only a small changeof conditions (_ i ev). For the case
in which the electron exhaust velocity is not matched to that of the ions the electron
temperature gradually increases with distance due to collision relaxation. The
entire question of collision frequency needsto be examined in greater detail.
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• APPENDIX C: WAVE PROPAGATION CONCEPTS
C.1 Power Density
The manner in which
sym def *> (i) P = the propagating power
is distributed over a surface through which it passes or impinges upon is designated
by
sym def (2) _ = the power density.
The direction of propagation is designated by
svm def
Thus the vector power density (Poynting's vector) is represented by
vector def
> (4) w = l_r_
The power density is defined in terms of
sym def > (s) dPS = the differentialpower
propagating through
sym def
> (6) ct$ = a differential surface
by
* The arrow bookkeeping notation tothe leftof the equation number and other notation
conventions employed are explained in Appendix A.
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Fig. C. 1 Propagation through a Differentia/Surface.
lw .-
Fig. C. 2 Differential Solid Angle, Capped by a Differential Surface,
Bounding a Differentia/ Power from a Point Source.
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phys def > (7) _ =
dPs
dSct
where
sym def
.-- (s) dS. = the component of differentialsurface d$
which the direction of propagation is
normal to,depicted in Fig. C. I,
i.e,
math def
> (9) dS_t= 17t-d$ .
The differentialpower through the differentialsurface can thus be expressed in
the form,
7 _ /1 ('_\ .,-] _1") = Pf4AC
" _'W ul S " u_'Tt ,
or
i0
>- (11) dPc = _'.d$
9/4
C.2 Power Intensity
The manner in which the propagating power emitted from a source is distributed
over a solid angle within which itpropagates is designated by
., sym def (12) p = the power intensity .
The vector power intensity is designated by
vector def
12,2 _ (13) ]P = l_rp
The power intensity is defined in terms of
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sym def >--(14) dP_ = the differentialpower
propagating within
sym def
..... d_ = a differentialsolid angle
by
dP_
phys def r'- (16) p =
The differentialpower within the differentialsolid angle can be expressed in the
form
16
>- (17) dPt._ = pd_ .
C.3 Relationship Between Power Intensity and Density.
The relationship between power intensity and density radiated from a source
can i)e obtained by taking the differential surface element through which the
ciifferential powe-: is propagating, as the cap of the differential solid angle within
which the differential power is propagating, as depicted in Fig. C. 2. In this case,
75_.c.2 -.-(is) des = de c •
Consequently,
18
17, 11
-. (19) _r.d$ = pdg%
The differentialsolid angle is given in terms of
sym def
> (20) i a the unit vector in the radial
direction from the source
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• and
sym def
> (21) R = the radial distance from the source
by
Fig. C.2 ---(22) df_ = iR'd$
R 2
However, the direction of propagation is the radial direction,
source
location
> (23) 1R = I_, .
Consequently,
22
23 _- (24)
i_. d$
R 2
Therefore,
19 ]p.d$
24/13 > (25) 7' d$ = R2
Since the direction of the differentialsurface capping the differentialsolid angle
is completely arbitrary,
25 >- (26) _ = IP
R 2
C.4 Radiator Gain
An isotropic radiator distributes the power uniformly over the 417 steradian
solid angle surrounding it;consequently, the power intensity issuing from an
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isotropic radiator is given by
isotropic
radiator P
> (27) p = 4--_
If the transmitted power is not uniformly distributed over the surrounding solid
angle, the average radiated power intensityis
P
con def :, (28) (p> = 4"-_
The dependence of the power intensity on direction,
sym def
>- (29) G = the radiator gain,
is given by
con def 7 (30) G = P
<p>
The power intensitycan be expressed in terms of the power and the radiator gain
function by
30 - (31) p = G28 - _--_e
For an isotropic radiator
isotropy >. (32) <p> = p ;
consequently, the gain is given by
30
32 ".. (33) G isotropic = 1
radiator
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C. 5 Waves
Any variable representing a physical quantity of a wave designated by
sym def (34) F = any scalar field or component of a wave
is a function
sym def
> (35) !
!w
MJ
and hence can be expressed in the form
causMity > (36) F = F(t, It) .
An elementary wave is one for which the field properties do not vary over
surfaces which are orthogonal to
sym def ;_ (37) the unit vector in the wave propagation direction.
The scalar position coordinate,
sym def (38)
rfl = the distance along the normal to the wave surface,
is given in terms of the position vector and the propagation,direction unit vector
by
37, 38
>- (39) rfl = lo.n:H
Since the fields of elementary waves do not vary over the wave surface, only the
normal coordinate to the wave surface need appear in the function argument,
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36 F = F(t,r/3) .elementary
Wo.ve ,.:_ .,_
The manner in which a spatial fielddistribution changes with time qualifies
the fieldas a wave. A well defined (traveling)wave has a spatial shape which
is invariant with time and whose position changes with time. A change in shape
with time is called distortion. The basic wave propagation concepts are more
easily defined for distrotionless waves and then generalized to waves with varying
wave shapes. If the shape of the wave is preserved as itmoves,the wave shape can
be expressed in terms of a single coordinate,
sym def (41) ¢ : the wave phase in a coordinate reference
frame synchronized with the wave.
In the synchronous coordinate reference frame, the field function is just
4O
"- (42) F = F(_b)invariant
wave shape
If the field quantity can be expressed in this form, itrepresents a single wave.
C.6 Phase Factor
The v_ave phase is related to both_the titheand space coordinates by
cau sality
(43) @ = ¢(t, rfl)
For a wave moving with a constant speed, the transformation is linear, that is,
I
43
• , >- (44) ¢ = cot - Bro,+p lpo,-hnearity
where the transformation coefficients co and flrepresent
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con def
_ime _I
the phase change per unit $, 1
_engmj
The phase coordinate of an invariant waveform does not change with time or
position. Consequently, the minus sign in (44) is required for a positively
traveling wave since both the time and position coordinates are increasing
together. A positive sign would be required to keep the phase invariant for a
wave propagating in the negative direction since time is increasing and the
position coordinate is decreasing. The coefficients depend on the phase
coordinate units and on the wave shape.
The phase depends on the position vector and the wave surface orientation,
that is,
45
39 _ (46) C =
_t - _i_.¢+ ¢°
Hence, it is convenient to define a vector phase change per unit length whose
direction is that in which the phase change takes place,
sym def (47) _ = i_ .
The phase coordinate can now be expressed by
46
47 _- (48) C = _0t - _.n:+ Co
C.7 Phase Velocity
The rate at which the phase changes with time at any arbitrarily moving point
is given by
44
> (49)
QUANTUM
dC _ d9
dt oJ - _ dt
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where the speed of the moving point is
kinematic s dr_
.... _ (50) u = _ .
The speed of the moving point is related to the observed rate of phase change by
50 co -
49 > (51) u = _-
The speed of a wave is the speed of the points comprising the wave• Since each
point is specified by its phase, the speed of the wave is called
sym def>_ (52) v = the phase velocity.
(Usage has established the term, phase velocity,rather than the more appropriate
term, phase speed•) The phase velocity is thus the speed of a point which is
synchronized with the wave,
phys def > (53) v = u l.
since itis the speed with which the phase at that point in the wave moves. The
phase speed is consequently
53 w
51 > (541 v = /_
Ifthe speed of each phase point is the same, the wave shape moves without
distortion; otherwise, the shape of the wave changes as itpropagates.
C.8 Monochromatic Waves
A monochromatic wave consists of a single frequency sinusoidal waveform
for which
convention
def
>-(55) 1 cycle = 2rr radians,
where
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sym def >,(56) i_)
_time
a cycle in Lspace 9 at a fixed
f point
instant
in space t
of time _
J
Cycles in time and space are called by special names:
iT i :_period I
i
name def>' (57) _X] = the iw avelengthj_
point in space
At a fixed [instant of timeJ the change in the phase variable is given by
44
> (58)
@Irfl= const
_-fiZ_r_t _!t=const
] I58 '_gPrfl=constAt = T _" (59) =
A r5 = >, A, t = const -5 k
and since the phase changes by 2_' radians in one cycle,
55
- (60) A_bir/_=const = ?
A@!t_ =const 1-2_
the phase coefficients and cycle values are related by
59=60
,> (61) I
!2_"
_T
_x
Consequently, the phase densities, o_ and _, are related to cycle values by
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61
_-(62)
'OD
' = 2_i
i l
I 1
i I
which are usually taken as the starting definitionsfor
!_ i Iangular frequenc
= the
name def_. (63) L_j' _hase factor .)
Closely alliedquantities are
sym def >. (64) i _=
' iLn j
requency "_
the _ 1
[.wave numbe 9
which are
condef. ! ime
the number of cycles per unit L1engthj
and hence,
65
7- (66)
Cons equently,
|
. i = 2_rl62 (67)66 "-
, _ nx
i
The phase velocity of a monochromatic wave in terms of frequency and wavelength,
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54
622,671 > (68) v = fX ,
now follows as a logical consequence of the kinematic description of wave propagation
instead of as an independently postulated fact.
Since a monochromatic wave function is sinusoidal,
{sin}¢42 (69) F( b) = Fo cos '
phasor representation,
v ej_b69 ,.- (70) F = Fo
can be used. The circumflex over the complex phasor symbol will be omitted (but
understood) except where there is a possibility of an ambiguous meaning. Thus,
all components of such waves can be represented in the form,
7O
48 > (71) F = FoeJ(°at-_Sdr) '
where the constant reference phase, $o' is absorbed in the coefficient.
C. 9 Attenuation
If the wave amplitude decrease with distance is proportional to its magnitude
simple
attenuation
>
dF
(72) d-7
G
= -(zF
the proportionality factor is called
sym def (73) G = the attenuation factor
if
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sym def
;-(74) rff = the direction in which the maximum rate of
decrease takes place .
With attenuation, the fieldcomponents vary with distance according to the more
general form,
71,72 > (75) F = Fo e-at ej(O0t-#.Ir) .
It is convenient to introduce the vector attenuation factor,
sym def
analog 47... (76) ce = 1
just as it was convenient to introduce the vector phase factor.
can now be more compactly expressed in the form,
The field component
V
75 (77) F =76/78 7. Fo ej(°_t - _'_r)
by use of the complex phase factor,
s>madef> (78) _ = _-j_ •
For homogeneous waves cz and _ have the same direction.
For a monochromatic plane wave, all the partial differential field equations
can be reduced to algebraic equations by noting that
78
;- (79)
tv
C. i0 Electromagnetic Fields
The electromagnetic fields,
syrn def (80)
= the lectric
j _magnetic
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field intensity
iand
sym def
>,,(81)
electric !
the _[m _ flux density, agneti ,
and the sources of these fields,
current i
• J \= ) isym def 7. (82) h f the i: density,
I
_pJ !charge)i
k_
are interrelated by Maxwell's equations,
Faraday,
Gauss
>- (83)
o v-Is !u
and
Ampere,
Maxwell,
Gauss (84) Vx -_t [][-I
I0 v. lID
and by the constitutive parameters,
syrn def
---.(85)
I
= the scalar
j capacitivity i
linductivity !
via the constitutive relations,
isotropic
constimtio_ (86)
_IE
= HI-I
ale
for isotropic media. The charge and current densities may be subsumed in the
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in the constitutive parameters.
C-II Monochromatic Electromagnetic Waves
A single monochromatic wave solution exists only for a linear system. If the
constitutive parameters representing the medium are linear (i.e., independent
of the field strengths),the field partial differentialequations can be reduced
directly to the algebraic, equations.
83
79 -_ (87) V
0
and
84
79 >. (88)
v
o_ Iq
V
=j
Reducing the number of field variables by the constitutive relations for isotropic
media and restricting considerations to neutral media,
condition
>- (89) p = 0
gives
871,881
>-(90)
_x -_/_
V =
-j(G+ j_¢) _x
and
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872 , 882
;-, (9i)
0
0
The vector phase factor is perpendicular to both the electric and magnetic field
intensities, shown by (91). The electric and magnetic fieldintensitiesare
perpendicular to each other, shown by (90). Therefore,
90, 91 )- (92)
The equation for the electric fieldalone is
90 v v
> (9a) _x_xm) = joa#(_+jo_e)IE
Expanding the triple cross product gives
93 > (94) (/_'IE)_ - _2IE = jo_#(o-+ j_¢) IE
Since the complex phase factor is perpendicular to the electric field intensity,
94 E_2+ j¢o ¢)]1E, 0911 :.- (95) j_#(o'+ • =
Since the electric field intensityis not identically zero, the complex phase factor
is given by
95 > (96) _2 = - joo#(a + joD¢)
C. 12 Phase and Attenuation Factors in a Lossy Medium
Expressing the complex phase factor in terms of the phase factor and the
attenuation factor,
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77
47, 74 > (97) /_ = /3 -jcx
gives
96
97 > (98) f12 _ c(2 _ 2jc_fl = -j (.c/.t(O" + jco().
Equating real and imaginary parts gives
98 >. (99) f12 _ 2 = oo2kt¢
and
#98
> (100) 20:fl = 00_(_ .
Separating variables,
¢0/.z_
loo >(lol) = 2--#- '
gives
99
I01 > (102) 8 4 - _la(fl 2 -_-¢cl2_2a2
= 0
C onsequently,
102 . =
_- (103) 8 2
e
co2/_¢ :k,,'oo4_2¢ 2 + oc2>2cr 2
A more convenient form is
103 >- (104) 8 2 = _2pe
_/ cr21 1+ 22
oo E
2
Since fl is a real quantity, f12 must be a positive quantity; consequently, the
minus sign is extraneous; hence,
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, A Oj2/._¢_0-_ > (105) _82 =
- extraneous
f _2
l+j i+ o22¢2
Hence,
105
> (lo6) # =
/
cr
4- oz 1+ 1+ oD2¢ 2
The plus sign is for positively traveling waves and the minus sign for negatively
traveling waves. The attenuation is given by
i01
106 (lO7) a = _t.0.,2_ E 1jj
1 + i + OD2E2
Tha _tVanuarinn m_y _l_n hP PYnr_d in fh_ fn-rm
............................... l-_ ....... v --v ....
107
>-(Io8) _ =
2
(71+
o_2E 2
The phase velocity is given by
54
106 _- (109) ¥
1
=+_
2\ 1 1+ crw2E 2
=±;-TW oJ 72
From here on,the ± signs will be dropped,but it will be understood that a + sign
is used for a positively traveling wave and a - sign for a negatively traveling wave.
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An important approximation can be made when the displacement current is
large compared to the conduction current, which is the case if the frequency is
sufficiently high or the conductivity sufficiently low,
2 .2
i D > > 1 c
;. (ii0) (_2 << o_2(2
Ifthis condition holds, an accurate approximation for the phase factor,
uation factor and phase speed is obtained by the firstterms in
ct 1 +...
R2(5.3) >- (111) \ 1+ = 1+ 2o_2¢2 8 1..2¢2l
atten-
Thus,
106
iii 2
(112) /3 = o_ i+ cr
4032(2 '
I08
ii0 > (I13)
cI o"
= _ l 4o_2¢2
and
109
_- (114) V _"
i+
\ 40D2( _
The same current density inequality allows the approximations to be simplified to
2
cr ,Y'-_-_ 0.2
113 ;- (116) O_ = _'/ ¢ E1 8 22II] '
and
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1t4 2
(117) v - i [I _ ]
8o-_2¢2 ]
and stillfurther simplified to
115
ii6 _ (ii9) o_ = _-
and
117 1
>- (120) v -
The phase velocity of an electromagnetic wave in vacuum is represented by
a special symbol,
sym def.__ (121)
c = v I = v =vacuum
the speed of light in vacuum.
Using the subscript v to designate a quantity in vacuum gives
54 121 o_
' ;- (122) c = T
_v
and
120,121
"- (123) c -,,f
and
68 " (124) c = fX v121 _"
Normalizing the phase velocity with respect to the vacuum value gives
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220 & 123 v [/dv(v
7- (125) -- = I
c _ pE
It is convenient to introduce
, sym def
which are
electric constant
permeability
J
con def
"- (127)
V
#/#v
The wave phase speed in terms of itsvacuum value, is given by
125 c
>., (i28) v -127
Convenient formula are
120
128 _-(129) b_- = cI-_.rCr
and
118
129/122 @
C. 13 Characteristic Impedance
An important property of the medium in which a monochromatic wave is
propagating is
sym def > (iai) z = the characteristic impedance
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which is defined similarly to circuit impedance by
con def E
+ (132) Z = H
For a plane monochromatic wave,
90
v
;-(133) _ = _ =
,_ oJ¢ -jO"
Using
96
;.- (134) /3 = ,j- jw#(a+ jo_¢)
give s
1oo I -" t., ,,
±oo I J_P134 _ (135) _ = (7 + jcoE
For conduction currents which are small compared to displacement currents, it
is more convenient to reexpress the complex phase factor and the characteristic
impedance in the form,
134 ;-- (136) /3 = _ 1 - j (.,j¢
and
F--'--
135 _," (137) _, = _//_¢ 1
1 -j _¢
if the conduction current is sufficientlysmaller than the displacement current,
all but the firsttwo terms in the expansion of the reciprocal square root can be
neglected to give
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For a lossless medium, the characteristic impedance reduces to
cr = 0 ;- (139) Z =
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APPENDIX D: RE FRACTION AND REF LECTION
-1" m ,- i i i i - |
D. 1 Introduction
The ray theory of propagation provides a sufficiently accurate description
of a wide variety of propagation phenomena. This combined with its simplicity
makes it a handy tool for the investigation of various devices and natural
phenomena. The objective of this section is to provide a collation of concepts
and formulae needed for ray theory analysis.
D.2 Snell's Law
The normal to the interface between two materials and a ray passing
obliquely through the interface all lie in a single plane. Sne11's law relates
the angles
S_ll def * thoan eb tween,nte., conormaXa d.ay,n.e oniii
L2:
via
Snell's Law>_(2 ) n 1 sinO 1 = n 2 sin {}2 '
where the coefficients multiplying the sine function are called
li
s_n def ). (3) } = refractive index of material in region
Ray bending at an interface is depicted in Fig. D. 1,
* The arrow bookkeeping notation to the left of the equation number and other
specialized notation is explained in Appendix A,
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Fig. D. 1 Ray Bending at an Interface
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Snell's law gives the ratio of the refractive indices,
2 n 2 sin e 1(4) -- =
n1
In particular, if a ray passes through an interface between any material and
vacuum, then
n sin Ov
4 > (5) m =
n v sin Pm
where
sym def
Lv:
= angle between interface
. x
{.
!materiali
normal and ray in_
vacuum
\ ,
and
sym def
> (7) in v J
material]refractive index of
Jvacuum
By the arbitrary definitionof the refractive index of vacuum as unity,
reference
def
,_ (8) n = 1 ,
V
the relative refractive index of the material with respect to vacuum becomes the
refractive index of the material; thus, the refractive index of a material is given
by
5 sin 8v
8 7-(9) n =
m sin @m
If only a single material is involved, the subscript on the refractive index can be
omitted without ambiguity.
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Snell's law given above is independent of the direction in which the rays
pass through the interface. The literature frequently designates which part of
a ray is the incident portion and which part is the refracted portion and thereby
makes the detailed expression of Snell's law dependent on the direction of
propagation.
sym def
Designating
• _ [incident iIii
andi(10) _ _ = the angle between interface normal ray
gives for a ray passing from a material into vacuum
mat---_-vac' 1
i
In this case, Snell's law is
9/11 sin r
.J (12) n =
mat---_vac slnl
On the other hand, for a ray passing from vacuum into a material,
va c----_'mat
I% liI
In this case, Snell's law is
9/13 (14) i sinr
vac_-, mal_ n s_nx
D .3 Refractive Index in Terms of Wave Speeds
The refractive index can be expressed in terms of the phase speed of the wave.
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Let
sym def k(15) T = time required for the wavefront to propagate
between the two positions depicted in Fig. D .1
and
sym def ,'-(16) the wave phase speed in region f1}2
and
sym def
Fig. D.17(17 )
right
the distance traversed by the wavefront_
|left |
k /
end.
These distances are related to the speeds and transit time by
kinematics, 6_ IVl
Fig. D. 1 }'-(18) = T
v 2
and are related to each other by
62 6i
Fig. D.I >-(19) sin 92 =
Consequently, the ray angles and phase speeds are related by
sin 01 v 1
19 , p-(20) = --
18 sin 0 2 v 2
The refractive indices in terms of wave speeds is consequently given by
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4 n 2 v I
20 ;_ (21 ) n-_ = v 2
SpeciaLizing one region to vacuum
reg.l+_vac (22)
v I " C
and dropping the subscript on the other give the refractive index in terms of the
phase speeds,
21 c
22,8 _.- (23) n = v
The refractive index can also be expressed in terms of
s ym def _._(24) i k the wave length in the
material i
1
va cu um
J
by means of
22,C-68
> (25)
),
V
r----
V
i !
C
Thus,
23 _v
25 ? (26) n = X--
The refractive index can be expressed in terms of the phase factors by
C -612 IT
5_(27) ! = 2_'
i
i
Thus,
l
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26 _ (28) n = _--
27 t
_v
D.4 Refractive Index in Terms of Constitutive Parameters
In the previous section the refractive index was expressed in terms of
electromagnetic field state variables. However, in linear media, the refractive
index is a constitutive parameter that depends only on the medium properties and
not on the strength of the wave propagating in the medium. Since the phase speed
depends on the constitutive parameters
[i] I capacitivity
sym def > (29) - _ inductivity
conductivity
a cco rding to
M-------
C-109 c /2_,
C-129 }"(30) v = , 4 r'r
1 I+ Cr
\ --f-fO_E
the index of refraction is given by
g / ,
23 / _rCr / 1+/ 1 + cr2=30 > (31) n _/ _\, oo (
For the case of small conductivity, the phase speed is
2
C-I17 c E cr
C-129 )-(32) v =_ l 86o2 2
and hence,
2332, 33, El*
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If the losses can be neglected completely,
33
" (a) 11 -- •
D. 5 Absorption Index
The lossy nature of a substance causes the field intensity to decreaso exponentially
acco rding to
C -75 7,.(35) F = Fo e'O_x
where
sym def 2., (36) & = the attenuation factor.
The corresponding normalized factor giving the attenuation on a per free space
radian basis,
phys def >.(37) × =
is called
sym def ?.,(38) x = the absorption index .
This is more compactly given by
37
272 _(39) × = K
Expressing the attenuation factor in terms of the constitutive parameters gives
V/ #r(r/27 / zzCr'2
c-108 . _ ;3 __ -l+ 1+
C "129 ;C'Vi'_ (40) = V _ ¢
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Consequently, the absorption index in terms of the constitutive parameters is given by
39 .r(41) x / _rCr / +_ 240 = v-Z--_/ -i i+ _---E
For the case of small conductivity,
C-119 ,.(42)", _ = _F_"
Consequently,
1 2 ->(43) x =
"ol 8/c-i _ z_
D.6 The Complex Refractive Index
The complex refractive index is the same generalization of the refractive
index as the complex phase factor is of the phase factor; consequently,
28
t_
>(44) n =
Expressing the complex phase factor in terms of the phase factor and attenuation
factor,
C-97 7-(45) fl = fl - j_
gives
v _v "_P4445 >-(46) n = " J _v
In terms of the refractive and absorption indices,
6 \,
28, 39 7-(47) n = n- j x
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The complex refractive index in terms of the constitutive parameters is given by
44
c_ 1s,c_1 2 (4v'
C -136
= /_r rk/ "n _/ur-_'T-E 1 j-_E
D.7 Fresnel Ecjuations
The electric and magnetic fields in the refracted, reflected, and incident rays
on the two sides of an interface are related by the interface boundary conditions.
Relatively simple relationships between the field components can be obtained by
resolving an arbitrarily polarized incident wave into two orthogonally polarized
way es:
phys def:_ (49) H
- wave wave with
polarization plane
parallel 1
perpendicular I
to ray plane
where
geom def )_(50) I ray l
[polarization!
plane = plane which is
parallel to the ray and
interface no rmal_
electric field i
A large number of entities enter the following considerations. A number of
superscripts and subscripts are utilized with a substantial mnemonic content to
minimize the strain on the merr_ry. The following table summarizes the usage
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sym def ;,,,,(51)
}i SYMBO L POSITION
ISYMBOL !l BODY SUPERSCRIPT SUBSCRIPT
E an E-wave for an electric field
H
r
electric
field
intensity
magnetic
field
intensity
angle of
incidence
i angle ofrefraction
i!
|i i i
R i! t
an H-wave for a magnetic field
for the medium contain-
ing the incident ray, or
for the incident ray
for the medium contain-
ing the refracted ray, o_
for the refracted ray
for the reflected ray
If the permeability of the media on both sides of the interface are the same,
the electric fields for the E-wave are related by
Fresnel ),(52)
E
E R
2 sin r cos i
sin (i+r) cos (i - r)
tan{i- r /
tan (i+ r)
and the electric fields for H-wave are related by
Fresnel
). (53)
EHr E H
1
sin (i+ r)
H
E R
2 sin r co s i
-sin (i - r)
The magnetic fields can be obtained from the electric fields by using
con def >(54) g - E
H
C-134
C -135
C -136
> (55)
which in terms of the constitutive parameter is given by
r _ 4t
11 -j -&-_-]
-[ ]= i+j _T_ -
i
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Analysing reflectionand refraction phenomena is facilitatedby using normalized
ratios called reflectionand transmission coefficients, which are dependent only
(for linear media) on the properties of the media at the interface and on the ray
direction. These coefficientsare designated by
ilt 1! r [ reflectionsym def , (56) = coefficients .
trans mission I
There are many varieties of such coefficients. These are des cribed in the following
sections.
D.8 Field Intensity Transmission and Reflection Coefficients
The electric fieldintensity reflection and transmission ooefficientsare given by
con def > (57) =
1
E R
mr
The magnetic fieldintensity reflection and transmission coefficients are given by
con def
>(55)
r
H
T
E
1
m
H.
1
E R
The reflectionand transmission coefficients are different for E-waves and
H-waves; thisis designated by the appropriate superscripts. For E-waves,
57 "(59)52 r
E
T E
tan{i-r)
tan (i+ r)
2 sin r cos i
sin(i+ r) cos(i -r)
and for H-waves,
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58 ,(60)
53
H
F E
1
= sin (i+ r)
-sin (i - r)
2 sin r cos i
The magnetic field reflection and transmission coefficients in terms of the
electric fields are given by
58
54 > (61)
r H
T H
Z°
-÷
1 -IE_
r r
Consequently,
61 _(62)57,'53
TH W
If the losses are sufficiently low,
55
J/_iErZi y ¢i#r7(63) Z%
and
34
_, (64)
For most cases of the interest, the permeabilities are the same in both regions;
hence,
Z. n
1 = r63,64 >-(65) ._- n'Y.
//'i =_r r i
The relationship between the electric field and magnetic field transmission
coefficients for this can thus be expressed by
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n6265 7,.(66) T H = __rn.TE
1
Using the relative refractive index expressed in terms of the ray angles,
n
4 _.(67) _ = sin__.j.
81 = i,O2=r n. sin rI
gives
sin iT66 >(68) TH = sin r g67
Consequent/y, the magnetic field transmission coefficients for both types of plane
polarized waves are given by
iTE
68 ;.(69) _ =
592,602 i
HivH
t
t
sin2i [ cos(i-r)
sin(i+ r)' 1
: 1
D.9 Power Density Transmission and Reflection Coefficients
The reflectionand transmission coefficients for
sym def /.(70) _t = the power density (Poynting vector magnitude),
which for elementary plane waves is given by
phys def >(71) Ir = EH ,
are defined by
con def
)- (72)
l--
11%
TI; i Ir
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Consequently, the power density coefficientsare simply related to the fieldintensity
coefficients. Using
72 _(73)71 iE.H.
ii, EH
r r
1
g_ves
+F
73 )
57,58 ;: (74) i
iT. TET H
The power density coefficients can be put in the alternate forms,
74
62
• 2
or for the special caSe#r=#i ,
752 n
66 or 68 >(76) T_ = n'y.r TE2
i
sin i 2
= s_ TE
D.10 Power Transmission and Reflection Coefficients
The reflection and transmission ooeffidents for
sym def _, (77) P = the power in a beam
are given by
con def '>(78)
QUANTUM
=_.
Tp i
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Fig. D. 2 Reflection and Refraction at an Interface.
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for the case in which the interface conditions are uniform over the beam cross
section. The reflection and transmission coefficients are properties of the
interface structure which may vary with position; hence, the definitions should
be made in terms of
syrndef,, (79) dP = the differentialpower in an electromagnetic
beam of differenti&lcross section area.
For this case,
iFp i
con def > (80) = d P----_.
Tp I
dP R
dP
r
where the differential beams are as depicted in Fig. D .2.
The power ooefficientsare directly related to the power density coefficients.
Using
Fig. D .2
> (81)
de.
1
dPR
dPr
_/.d_.
I 1
= IrRdtR
_'dg
r r
dz
gives
818° -(82)
, =
1 1
Using the expressions relating the differential lengths,
Fig. D .2
>(83) dtR = dts cos i
dg s r
r
gives the power reflection and transmission coefficientsin terms of the power density
reflection and transmission coefficients,
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82
'72,83 ) (84)
T_
i %
)
I TpI
l
COS r
cos i
F
Hence, the power reflection and transmission coefficients in terms of the electric
field reflection and transmission ooefficients are given by
84 % (85)75 "
Tp
• Z.cos r
i
Z rCOS i
FE 2
TE 2
For the #i=#r case,
842 TE 276 ;, (86) Tp = tan____tan r
Expressing thisin terms of the sine angles gives
= sini I 1 - sin2r 286 2.(87) Tp _ } 'I TE
f
Expressing this in terms of the refractive indices gives
J 2 -2 2 2
n n. -sin i
87 1 7-(88) Tp r i T '
4 i.--_ 1 sin2"
'r_-_2 - i
The power transmission curves are graphed in Fig. D. 3 for t-I-waves and in
Fig. D .4 for E-waves. These curves have several interesting features:
1. For incidence angles less than but not too close to the critical angle the
transmission factors vary relatively little with incidence angle,
As the incidence angle closely approaches the critical angle the power
transmission factor rapidly drops to zero,
2. The transmission factor decreases monotonically with increasing incidence
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, INC.
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angle for H-waves; whereas for E-waves the transmission factor first increases
with the incidence' angle until it reaches a maximum of unity and thereafter
monotonically decreases with incidence angle. Consequently, if it is desired
transmit as large a fraction of the electromagnetic wave as possible, the E-wave
polarization shouldbe employed.
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APPENDIXE: PROPAGATION IN A PLASMA
E.I Introduction
The basic concepts of propagation were treated in Appendix C. The effect
of the charges were subsumed in the constitutive parameters and the propagation
formulae were given in terms of the constitutive parameters. If the charged
particle densities and their collision frequencies are specified instead of the
constitutive parameters, it is generally more convenient to have the propagation
formulae in terms of the particle densities and collision frequencies, or at least
have the constitutive parameters expressed in terms of these quantities
E.2 Field Equations
A plasma is an aggregate of charges in free space. Consequently the con-
stitutive parameters for free space,
sym def,
vacuum
A-1,A-2 _- (1)
(Y
-12
8. 855 x 10 farad/m
4rr x 10 -7 henries/m
l 1
3-6ff x 10 -9 f/m
1.257 x lO-6h/m
0
must be used in the field equations. The constitutive equations for free space
reduce to
11)C -86
i ,.-(2) i
E IE
V
l/avl-I
The description of phenomena in terms of the constituent particles in a vacuum
requires that the charge and current densities be the total charge and current
densities since there is no subsumption of these in the vacuum constitutive parameters.
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The field sources must now be specified on the basis of individual species,
f --, /-
ii current
S, ]
sV:n def._ (3) _ ",,= the species-s (
p
_Ps charge
density
in order to facilitatethe analytic derivation. The total field source densities are
superpositi onf G)
"T-.
Ii
P
]1
T s
L
S %
Maxwell's equations can now be expressed in the form
C -83
22
> (5)
8_ T
Vx /_v t t
. I
I = i
i
o v, I_-I :,0
and
C -84
21,4
> (6)
cV 0 _-_
v j \-i's
-¢vSt Vx111 _'_s
E.3 Field Sources
The particles comprising a species are defined by their characteristics
and behavior
svm dcf
.-(7)
QUANTUM
]%
S!o
, S
= the species-s particle
_,v_,_ N_==,=,,,v_ INC.
(mass "_,
icharge
jvelocity
I density
_collision
_frequency_
E-2
Formulation of a meaningful number density requires the formulation of
sym der (8) A
S
= an intermediate size volume element
that satisfies the double inequality
macro -density
requirements spacing between
; (9) neighboring particles << dimensions of .'% <<S
\vavelen_th and
structural dimensions
A meaningful number density is then given in terms of
sym def (i0) N s = the number of species-s particles in A S
by
N
phys def . i_,_ s
. _±±! il =
s As
This type of density is called a macro-density. If the intermediate size volume
dimensions are smaller than the average spacing between nearest neighbor particles
but larger than the size of the particles themselves, then the density fluctuates
between zero and the value corresponding to one particle (occasionally several
particles) depending on whether or not a particle (or several particles) is in the
volume. If the volume dimensions become smaller, the fluctuations become larger.
In the limit, as the dimensions go to zero, the density fluctuates between zero and
infinity. This type of density, micro-density, is not useful in the development of
continuum analysis for an aggregate of discrete particles.
The charge density for each species is given by
phys def
> (12) Ps = qsns
and the current density for each species is given by
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"Fhere are two species of interest,
f-h
Sx;ill clef ,.....
i .
',._j
electrons 'i
for \
iOnS
< J
ifthere is only one type of heavy ion. Consequently
4, ]4
I"- k_O)
i,fi+ %
i : !
, 1 e1
S:_nce
:;.,_.'_ def
:0 -e
!qi [ e
the _ource densities are given by
:p
]5
"_ (17) _ :
_,_ !3, i6 _'-
fi
: I].
[
11. - Ii
i e
11.111.--11 Ul
i 1 (9 (9
In a neutral plasn:a,
:_:e_i::.:;£_tv >- (1;5) ii. :- 11
1 e
a_t<i,.once the source densities reduce to
7
• 0
P
11
0
: - 1lee !
131. -L_I
1 e
Q..]'L,N'YUlv. S)<_°><-Z._ING, :;'<C.
<:,-4
Since the ions are very heavy compared to the electrons their responses to a
given fieldwill be small
m.>>m
z e (20) [_i] << lUle[
With this approximation the source densities reduce to
19
20 _- (21)
0
-en u
e e
E.4 Force Equation
The force on a species-s charged particle moving in an electric and a magnetic
Newton, dins.U:sLorentz
> (22) dt = qs(IE+Us xlB)
The electric and magnetic fields fluctuate strongly along a path through the
aggregate of charged particles. This is due to the great increase in field strengths
of each individual particle as the path approaches it. In the treatment of a macroscopic
aggregate of particles on a continium basis, it is convenient to work with the
macro-averages of quantities (i.e. averages over the volume element A s defined
in equation (9) rather than the highly fluctuation micro-averages between the
charged particles. While Maxwell's equations for the macro-averaged fields
are the same as those for the microscale fields this is not so for the force equations.
The reason for this resides in the manner in which the macro-averages are obtained.
The macro-average for the microscale fields is obtained by integrating over the
entire volume,As, and consequently the highly fluctuating portion of the fields of
the individual particles average to zero. The macro-average of the highly fluctuating
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microscale forces on the charged particles does not average out to zero because
the average is taken over the particle trajectories within the volume element A s
and not over the entire volume of A . The highly fluctuatingportion of the
S
microscale forces are the collision forces between the particles.
The mass of species-s particles in the cell A
S
71 , I0 (2S) = NmF M s s s
is given by
and the charge of species-s particles in the cell A S
72, i0
:--(24) Qs = Nsqs
is given by
The momentum transferred to the species-s particles in A
S
scale interaction forces),
by collisions (micro-
sym def
..(25) _ = the averaged force exerted by collisions
is expressed as a separate term in the force equation for the aggregate of species-s
particles in the cell, thus,
macro-average dM us
(22) s s(20) it = Qs +me
where the electric and magnetic fieldare now the macro-averages. In terms of
sym clef
_.- (27) ]Psi = the momentum gained per unit collision
and
svm clef,.. (28) l_s = the number of unit collisions per unit time,
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the collision force exerted on the aggregate of species-s particles in A s is given
by
Newton
addition
;-(29) IFc = Ns_lPsl
By definition,a unit collision is one that brings a particle with the macro-average
velocity to rest. Hence, the momentum loss is the momentum just prior to
collision. The momentum gained per unit collision is consequently given by
phys def
"- (30) lPsl = -m _ .f S S
Consequently
29
> (31) = -N m
v,..#
and hence the equation of motion for the species-s contents of A is given by
S
26 dM u
31 > (32) s s
dt = Qs(IE+Us xlB) - Ns_smst_s
An effective equation of motion for an individual particle is given by dividing
through by the numbdr of particles
(32) + N dm ul
S S
_o°_,24 s,_ (33) 'dt_ + l_ms sUs = qs(IE+UsXIB)
While this equation now appears to be for each individual particle of species-s, it
reMly is for the average particle of the combined aggregate of species-s particles
in the small volume cell over which the macro-average was taken. Consequently,
the range of validityis greater than the equation per se implies. If this equation
of motion wcre for one particle only, its validitywould depend on the collision
frequency being large compared to the signal frequency. However this equation
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Fig. E. 1 Originally Neutral Plasma with a Displaced Volume of Electrons.
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is also valid for collision frequencies that are small compared to the signal frequency
since the large number of particles in the cell makes the collisions per cell per
unit time sufficiently large.
Initialconsiderations are restricted to the cases for which there is no superimposed
fluid motion and for which the induced oscillatory flow is small,
negligible
fluidmotio_ (34) ddt -_ _t
and for which there is no significant applied magnetic field, so that
negligible applied field
non relativisticcase (3s) I xBI << 1 .1
Under these conditions, the species equation of motion reduces to*
QQ
_J_J
(36) msbtt_s+ Y m u = qsIE34, 35 "- s s s
E.5 Plasma Frequency
If a volume of electrons is displaced from its neutral position, as depicted
in Fig. E. i, the plasma is no longer neutral. Ifthe electron density in the plasma
were originally uniform, such a displacement would produce two regions of charge.
If the electron density was originally nonuniform there would now be a net charge
density over the entire displaced volume as well as over its original position.
The separated charges produce an electric fieldwhich exerts a restoring force
that tends to pull them back to their original position. When the displaced volume
of charges reaches its original position, the momentum acquired in the process
A more general case, including fluidmotion, magnetic fieldsand compressibility,
is given in Reference 1_-I.
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causes an overshoot. As a consequence of the restoring forces and the momentum,
the displaced charges oscillate back and forth about the neutral position. For the
collisionless case the frequency of oscillation is called
s)rm def (37) f =
P
the plasma frequency.
If collisions are present, the resonant plasma frequency is lower than the plasma
frequency.
The plasma frequency can be obtained from the equation of motion. The ion
mass is so large compared to the electron mass that ion motion can be neglected.
In this case only the equation of motion for the electrons need be considered,
36 _ (38) me_tUle = -e]E
161, I_ = 0"
Gauss' law for this case is
61
(39) Cvv" IE = e(n i - n e)
The remaining field equation needed (Maxwell's generalization of Ampere's Law)
is
6 2
(40) v xl-I = CvStlE+i
Since the magnetic field does not have a significant effect on the current, even
though the current creates a magnetic field, it is more convenient to eliminate
the magnetic field from this field equation. Using
vector
identity >- (41) V.V x (any vector) = 0
gives
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40,4I
_. (42) 0 = Cv_%tV.lE +v._
Since the ion motion is negligible, the current density is that of the electrons
only, hence
42
21
1
" (43) Ev3tV. IE = eneV.Ul e
Removing n from inside the del operator restricts the results to the case for
e
a negligible spatial variation of electron density over the displaced region. It
is more convenient to express the equation in terms of
sym de.t (44) n 1 =
the deviation of the electron number
density from the neutrality value
which is
phys de_ (45) n 1 = n e -n i
In terms of this, Gauss' law becomes
39
45 5- (46) CvV-lE = -en 1
and the Maxwell-Ampere law becomes
43
> (47) 5 _ = -n V.ul46 tnl e e
Converting the equation of motion to facilitate elimination of the electric field
intensity and electron velocity gives
38
"¢- (48) me3tV.m e = -ev.IE
Therefore
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2nl e 248 me _t c v= --nl46,47 > (49) ne
or
2
e n
49 ---(50) 2 + _n I = 0
- _tnl Cvm e
This is the harmonic motion equation whose solution is
= nlcosI
where the two constants of integration are
sym def
.- (52) _1 = the peak value of n 1
and
s_q_n def (53) _ = the oscillation phase at t =0 .
The angular frequency of the plasma charge displacement is given by
51
I 2
e n
(54) O_p e
c vine
and the plasma frequency by
54
> (55) f =
P
2
e n
e
¢ vme
nz
Evaluating the constants gives
55A-I, A-2 _ (56) fl = 8.978 Hz H Z
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E.6 Propagation in a Plasma
A great variety of waves can propagate in a plasma E -2
plane electromagnetic waves are considered here, hence
Only elementary
C -79
W
(57) !
t
tV
1
jco
Consequently the field equation reduces to
51,62 i'_ × -CO#v _---
211,57>"(58)/i
_E v H
t
0
-j en Ul
e e
and
52,62
211,57
(59)
¢.-..._
=
0
and the equation of motion reduces to
36
>- (60) (jco + v)m m = -eIE
e e
Eliminating the velocity field and the magnetic field gives
582581 , 60 >-(61) x _xlE + O2¢vlg = -jen -e1Eco b,v e me(V + jco)
Expanding the triple vector product and multiplying through by co/2 v gives
:_ Ig-_ - 82IE+ #vCv - me(C ° _ j IF, : 0
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Consequently,
2
67 (63) E_ 2 2 e neW_v 1591 _ - w _vCv+ me(W _jy) IE
= 0
Since only fields which are not identically zero are of interest, it is necessary that
2
e neOO#v
63 _ (64) _2 _ W2#vEv + me(°')'- jU) = 0
The complex phase propagation factor is consequently given by.
2
[ ene ]64 _ (65) _2 = 2UvCv I Wevme(W - ju)
It is convenient to express this in terms of the vacuum phase factor
C -122
C=123 > (66) _ = O0_VE v
and the plasma frequency, thus
2
65 211. OJp I_)_]66, 4 _(67) _2 = flv w(w-j
Expressingthis in terms of the real phase and attenuation factors, and rationalizing
the right hand side gives
2
67 f12 2 2[ COp w+jv .]
C-77 '- (68) -_ -2jflc_ = /_v I - o_ w2+ 2
Consequently the phase and attenuation factors can be obtained by solving
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68
>- (69)
2 2
25_
2
= Bv
2
%
2 2
2
O2p
l)
O2 2+V2
Itis convenient to utilizethe refractive and extinction indices,
D -28,D -39_= (70) = ±i
_vi
J× Icz
since they are the phase and attenuation factors normalized with respect to the
vacuum phase factor value, Also using
sym def > (71)
2
R = , Oap
2 2
OO +_
gives the equations for the normalized phase and attenuation factors .as
69
70,61 > (72) n22 {-_ I-R
u__R
2n_ i ¢o
Using
722
= VR
2. (73) × 200n
to eliminate × gives
721 2 ( ,._V___R_273 b'(74) n - 2_n] = 1 -R
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Hence the quadratic equation for n2 is
(vR_ 2
74 > (75) n 4 -(1 -R)n 2- \_-_/ = 0
Solving gives
75 - (76) n 2 1-R /{1-R_ 2 (vR_ 2
= --7- +
Since the phase factor is a real quantity, its square must be a positive number.
Consequently the negative sign in front of the square root is extraneous, hence
<;76 2 1 -R + + vR2 .'_ (77) n =
n _ 0 2 2-_
Consequently
77 (78). n =
The plus and minus signs in front of the root are for positively and negatively traveling
waves respectively, and hereafter are omitted, but are to be understood. The
normalized attenuation factor, the extinction index, is given by
73 (79) x yR78 _ =
Rearranging gives
79 > (80) X : _'j-l+g+J(t-g)2+ _R) 2
It is convenient to combine the refractive and extinction coefficient formulae into
a single formula
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,'7n nr_
/O_OU
f_
!n
I
!×
j
f i'_,
(i-_)_L-_'+j(t-R)B+ u,iT4 U (_a)B
Removing the abbreviated symbols gives
It is frequently convenient to normalize the plasma and collision frequencies
with respect to the signal frequency or angular frequency, thus
sym def > (83) = _" .
In terms of the normalized frequencies
82
83 > (8,_)
2 2
I+_ i+_)
or
84
or
85
• T_ c
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or
86
= - q-
1
The most convenient form to use depends on the parameter range. The refractive
index is graphed in Fig. E. 2 and E. 3 for different parameter ranges. It is more
convenient to have the attenuation in db per free space wavelength than in terms
of the extinction index in nepers per radian, hence
702
1 neper=8.7 dt_ (88) otXv = 2Tt x x 8.7 = 54 x db per k v
is plotted in Figs• E. 4 and E. 5.
E. 7 Phase Factor Minimum
The smallest value of the refractive index,
84
occurs when the quantity under the square root is a minimum. The value of Vp
for which n is a minimum is obtainable from
calculus,89 (90) dVp = 0
This development is simplified by using
G
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2
svm clef 0
, _ (90 x = - 2
l+u c
in which case,
_9°_ _9_)_ _r_-x+J_-x)_+_x_1 = 0
Differentiating gives
92
9
2(1 -x) ( -i)+ 2 p_x
7-(93) -i+'_
_(i - x)2+ u2x2
= 0
Simplifying gives
93 .,' (94) -(1-x)+u 2.c = ,(1[ _x)2+_c x22
Squaring gives
94 ; (95) (i -x)2 -2(I -x) _c2X+_c4x2 (I -x)2+ u2x2
Simplifying gives
95 ,-.-' (96) - 2(1 -x)+ l_2x = X
Therefore
96 2
:., (97) x_ = 2
Consequently
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nFig. E.2
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V
0
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Fig. E. 4 Attenuation per free spece wavelength, O_Xv, as a
function of the normalized plasma frequency, _p, for
various normalized collision frequencies Isc .
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Fig. E. 5 A_enuation per free space wavelength, GXv, as a function f
u =P
of duo normalized plasma frequency, _p, for various p f
normalized collision frequencies _ .
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91,97 2(98) Vp_ 2 ,
and
98
> (99) _Pv _- 1. 414
The minimum value of refractive index is given by
89
98 > (lOO) 1+ 1+_ l+uc
+ 2 2
-1) +4_
and hence
100
> (ioi) Cm
2+1 •
An approximation for the refractive index in the vicinity of its minimum value
is given by using
S_yTndef >, (102) A S = _p -._-
where
restriction> (103) IZ_upl<< Up
It should be noted that terms through the square must be retained but higher power
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terms can be dropped. Consequentlyt]_eexpression for the refractive index can
be expressed in d_eform
t 2+ 2,_2"A lp+(_vp)2+ [871 i
102 > (104) n = -- i1 - 2 _I+
42 d 1+%
2_r2-'+ A_P Ai_ 72+ 2_'- _ n
2 p L_ l_p.]
i+lc
Simplifying and retaining terms only through the square in Alp under the inner root
gives
lo4 -_ (lO5) n - i 2+ 2,_- Alp + (£XUp) 2 / 2<7+5 A1;p1 - 2 + _1+2 2 Alp
i+4 i l+lc
Using
RE3(5.3) >- (i06) _+x = l+lx 1 2 1 3
-gx _-i-6-x -
to expand the inner root and dropping terms beyond the second power in AUp gives
105,106
>,,, (107) n - / 2+2,_- Alp+(AVp) 2 2_-+5 A_ /2/App )
i 1 2 +I+ 1+127 &UP - VI+"2
,l -J 1+4 %
2
Collecting terms and simplifying give
107
::- (_.os) n = (Al_p)2]I l + 2 --_-- _i1+u_2 i+Ic
and hence
l
108 ;_ (109) n - c
/i+2 (Alp) 2
_l+--_zi 1+_2
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Expanding the root and keeping terms only through the second AUp gives
i<J109 106 (A)_-) 2], t-,lol _, (11o) n = '_ + 1+
E.8 Approximation for Small Plasma Frequencies
For small plasma frequencies,
condition 2
> (Iii) Vp << I
the normalized phase and attenuation factors can be approximated by
87,106 i Up Vp 2
111_--(112) - I---_I+ +i i+uc2Up
Hence
112
. (113)
n
U 2 . " "_
l+u c
1+,,_
Consequently,
113 >, (114)
n
l 1
1-_Up 2
1 I+Uc 2 Up
Simplifying, retaining terms only through the second power in Up, gives
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114
106 - (11s)
r------
n
?(
_ 2
i -,_ P
2
1+_c
2
:'__ P
" $i+ 2
_c
It is more convenient to use the attenuation in db per vacuum wavelength
2 2
115288 >-" (116) c_X v = 8.7_'1_p = 27.3I_pf2 db per vacuum wavelength
E. 9 Approximation for Large Plasma Frequency
For large plasma frequencies
condition 2 2
>- (117) Up >> I+U c
the phase and attenuation factors can be approximated by
87
117
f
"n _ 2 2
' d_ (_18)i_i _'v_1+<J
Simplifying gives
E. 10 Approximation for Small Collision Frequency
For small collision frequency compared to the signal frequency
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, IN(:::.
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condition >- (120) _c -= _- << 1
It is convenient to use approximations for the phase and attenuation factors, or
their normalized values, the refractive and extinction coefficients. These are
readily obtainable from
72
> (121)
n
x
R<I
1 -R+x 2
R>I
dR -l+n 2
Using
120,121 (122)
R<I
2
× << I -R R>In 2 << R-1
give s
121
122 >, (123)
r--'-
in
I
I
I
!
R<I ! K>l
R
co 2x
I_ R fR--i
co 2n
Expressing without the abbreviations gives
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123
71,70 (124)
(Y
022+ 2 _ ce_
: 2
02
1 ___2_
02+ 2
2
COp
2n02 J+ 12
2 2
< COp
2
P
2_CO 022+ 2
/ 2
02P 1
022+ 2
Reducing further gives
124
>-,, (125)120
CO,CO
P
¢O>gO
2
i---_
02
2
,_CO
P
3
2_o_
2 _ 2
: i__P -i
,2n; ii¸2
E. ii Approximation for Large Collision Frequency
For large collision frequency compared to the signal frequency
condition 7" (126) _V>> 1
OJ
the parameter l-ibecomes
71
126
2
COp .
>, (127) R = 2 '
hence the propagation parameters become
2
2 2 _0p
n -× i-_
72 ".. (128) = t_
oo2
2n_ p
6c_
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Using
_, (129)
2
X << I --K n << -i
V
gives
128
(130)129
n
2
_p
1 - --_-
2
2n tov
2
O0
P
2_V
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APPENDIXF: SIGNAL STRENGTH ALTERATION CAUSED BY AN
INTERVENING MEDIUM
1v. 1 Introduction
The strength of a signal ray traversing an intervening medium is modified
by the following factors:
i. losses due to reflections,
2. signal beam cross section alteration due to refraction at interface,
and in inhomogeneous media,
3. absorption due to collisions and incoherent scattering,
4. signal beam divergence alterations due to interface curvature.
The intervening medium of interest is the ion rocket exhaust beam.
i_.2 Interface Transmission Effects
Transmission through an interface alters the signal strength because:
i. reflection produces losses and
2. refraction alters the signal beam cross section.
Fig. F. 1 illustratesa differentialsignal beam passing out of the ion exhaust beam.
In terms of
sym def
Fig. F. 1 d_.
O
the differentialoutput signal
beam solid angle
and
sym def
Fig. F. i>. (2) dP = the differentialoutput signal beam power
O
the expression for
sym def (3) PO = the output signal power intensity
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is given by
c-16, Fig. F. i (4)
PO =
dP
O
d---n-
o
In terms of
sym def
> (5) Tp
0
the power transmission coefficient
at the output surface
and
sym def
,_,(6) dP.
10
the incident differential signal power on
the interior side of the output surface
the power in the differential output signal beam is given by
D -802
_(7) dP° -- Tp dPio
O
Fig. F. 2 illustrates a differential signal beam passing into the ion exhaust
beam. In terms of
sym def
. (8)TR =
I
the power transmission coefficient
at the input surface
and
sym def (9) dP. =
1
the differential input signal power
the expression for
sym def
? ,(10) dPoi = the differential power in the refracted beam
is
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D-802
<ii>dPoi = Te
1
F.3 Interior Transmission Losses
Collision absorption and scattering attenuate the signal beam traversing the ion
exhaust beam interior. The signal beams, interior to the ion exhaust beam, depicted
in Figs. F. 1 and F. 2 are different ends of the same signal beam; consequently, the
differential power at the input side of the output surface is related to the differential
power at the output side of the input surface by
beam
c °ntinuit7 : (12> dpi ° = TAdP i
where
sym def TA = the transmission factor through the ion
exhaust beam interior ior the differential
signal beam power.
Figures F. 1 and F. 2 depict the rays inside the ion exhaust beam to be straight
lines. For the model being analyzed, this is correct only if the rays lie in a plane
perpendicular to the ion exhaust beam symmetry axis. Since the plasma density
varies with position, the index of refraction varies with position; hence, the rays
are generally curved. However, the ray paths are approximated by straight lines
in the preliminary analysis in this report.
F.4 Power Transmission Through the Ion Exhaust Beam
The differential output power can now be related to the differential input
power. Using
12
ii " (14) dPio = TA Tp dPi
i
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give s
7
_4 _(is) % = TpTATRdR
o i
F. 5 Power IntensityAlteration by the Ion Exhaust Beam
Of basic interest is the reduction in signal intensity due to the ion exhaust beam.
The signal intensityin the output beam can be expressed by
4
15
;-(16)
dP.
1
Po = Tp TA Tp. d-_
o 1 o
The signal intensityin the input beam is
C-16, Fig. F.2>_ (17)
dP.
1
Pi = d-'_.
1
Consequently
16
17 ;,(18) Po =
dt_.
i
Tp TA Tp d-'$'l-Pi
o 1 o
In terms of
syrn def ;',-(19) T S = the signal beam spreading factor,
con def
dr%.
1
;(20) T S =
o
The ,ffectof the ion exhaust beam can be expressed by
18 Po
, __ = TATp Tp. TS20 ; (21) Pi o 1
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F.6 Effect of the Antenna Pattern
Since the signal ray direction exiting the ion exhaust beam differs from its
direction before entering the ion exhaust beam, and since the antenna gain generally
depends on the direction, the signal power intensity ratio that would be observed in
a given direction by switching the ion exhaust beam on and off is not that given by
(21). The antenna gain variation with angle must be taken into account in order to
give the observed ratio. This is done by expressing the signal power intensities
wit/1directional arguments,
21
>-(22). Po(0o,@o) = TAT P TR TsPi({_i,_i)
O i
The comparison should be made with the power intensity which would be received
in the absence of the ion beam, thus
22 Po(%, @o ) Pi(0i,@i)
2-(23) pi(0o,_o ) = TATPo TElTS Pi(8o'_o)
Using the antenna gain function
C -30 Pi (0, @)
> (24) G (8, 0) =
<p#
gives the signal intensity variation factor caused by the ion exhaust beam
23 Po O (0i,_i)
24 >, (25) Pi TA Tp TPiTS G (8o' @o)
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APPENDIX G: SIGNAL ATTENUATION IN THE ION EXHAUST BEAM
G. i Introduction
A signa] ray transversing the interior of the ion exhaust beam is depicted in
Fig. G.i. Within the ion exhaust beam, collisions and scattering produce
sym def
>(1) A = signal attenuation.
In terms of
sym def >_(2) _ = the attenuation factor
!a
phys def > (3) a = d4
the signal attenuation is given by
)-(4) A = f:2 _(g) d4
1
Electromagnetic theory gives the attenuation factor more directly than the attenuation,
whereas measurement gives the attenuation more directly than the attenuation factor.
The electric and magnetic field intensitiesof the output and input signal rays are
related via
4, C -75
Eout
H out
-A
= e HEin
in
The power in a signal beam depends on the product of the electric and magnetic field
intensities;hence
(5) -2A
_ (6) Pout = Pin e
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, INC.
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C onse quently,
syrn def
>-(7) T = the power transfer function
con def Pout
?,(8) T = P.
in
that accounts for the attenuation is given by
(8) _ (9) T A = e -2A
The attenuation can be obtained from (4). The path of integration, the signal ray
curve, can be specified by the ray entry point into the ion exhaust beam and by the
ray direction prior to entry. An alternate specification is by the entry into and exit
points from the ion exhaust beam.
Ifthe signal path within the ion exhaust beam is perpendicular to the ion beam
axis, the attentuation factor does not vary along the internal path portion in the model
under consideration. In this case,
(4) 7-(10) A = &L
where
sym def ) (ii) L the length of the propagation path
within the ion exhaust beam•
G.2 Attenuation Factor Dependence on Position
The explicit functional dependence of o_ on position is required before the integral
for the attenuation can be evaluated. Solution for the general conditions of propagation
is beyond the scope of this preliminary investigation. Fortunately, the Jupiter orbiter
ion rocket driven spacecraft with the proposed ionrockets has a maximum plasma
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, INC.
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frequency of
Sec. B-9 (12) _ = 805MHz
P
at the exhaust plane of the ion rocket. Consequently the maximum plasma frequency
normalized with respect to the signal frequency of 2.2 GHz is approximately
f
12 (i3) 0.805 0.3682.2
As shown in section B-12, the collision frequency is sufficientlysmall compared to the
signal frequency for the attenuation factor approximation,
o02
u___p
E-1302 2c o_2
701,C_122 _ (14) c_ = [ co2
____P
o_2
to be accurate. The validity of the above formula also depends on small gradients of
cc and I; in comparison with the electric and magnetic field gradients.
P
It is convenient to represent the collision frequency and plasma angular frequency
in terms of their values at a reference position, which is taken at
sym def (15) zr = the ion rocket engine exhaust surface.
Thu s,
E -54 (16)
P r
and
B-88 (17)
QUANTUM
n
e
= ur _--
er
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With the origin at the apex of the cone used to approximate the envelope of the ion
exhaust beam, the electron density varies with position according to
electron 2
Z
conservation> ,. = n r(18) ne er --2-
Z
if recombination of electrons and cesium ions is neglected and the plasma density is
taken as uniform over a cross section of the cone perpendicular to the z-axis. This
formula also neglects the effects of plasma oscillations and fluctuations.
It is generally convenient to normalize quantities with respect to their values at
the i3n rocket exit plane, zr . The ion exhaust beam radius at zr , is given by
Fig.G.l _(19) b r = Zrtan@ h
The angular plasma resonant frequency and the collision frequency are related to
position by
16 Zr-
18 _ (2o) o_ = _o --p pr z
and
17
18 ),-(21) V
2
Z
r-Y-
Z
The functional dependence of the attenuation on position is thus
14
20, 21
>-(22) cz =
2 2
Vr _ _prZr )
_o 2
2c z
and thereby gives the explicitdependence of the integrand of (4) on the position.
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G.3
in terms of the common integration parameter, z,
Propagation Path Differential Length
The differentialpath length in the attenuation integral, (4), must also be expressed
in order to evaluate the integral.
= the
"input 1
,_output_5
In terms of
(xi, Yi,zi _
sym def >,(23)_
Xo' YO' Z
point cartesian coordinates
and
sym def >-(24)
ix, ly, iz =
the cartesian unit vectors,
the expression for
sym def,
, (25) IL.io the distance vector from the
input point to the output point
is given by
Fig. G. 1, .(26) ILio ix(X° - xi)+ ly(yo - yi)+ iz(Zo - zi)
If the curvature of the propagation path within the ion exhaust beam is negligible, the
distance vector from the input point to any point (x, y, z) on the propagation path is
Fig.O. 1 ?-(27) ]L =
ix(X - xi) + ly(y - yi)+ Iz(Z - zi)
The differentiallength vector is
27
> (28) d IL = IxdX + lydy + izdz
The distance between the input and output points is
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26
> (29) Lio = I (x° - xi)2+ (Yo - Yi)2+ (Zo " zi)2
For the straight line propagation path approximation,
unit IL.
10 .
vector delta(30) IL = L. '
iO
hence, the unit vector along the interior ray path is
30 Xo - xi
26, 29 7-(31) 1L = ix Li° + ly
Yo - Yi
L.
iO
+ i
Z
Z -- Z.
O 1
h.
IO
The scalar differentiallength along the ray path is
identity ;-(32) dL = 1L dlL ;
hence
32 x - x. Yo - Yi
28, 31 ;. (33) dL = OLio i dx4 Lio dy+
Z -- Z.
o i dz
L.
i0
The equation of the straight line ray is
x -x. Y -Yi z -z.
geometry,._ l = _ i
(34) Xo- xi Yo- Yi Zo- zi
The coordinate differentialsare consequently related by
dx dy dz
34 (35) Xo i o i
- x. Yo - Yi z - z.
Eliminating the transverse coordinate differential, dx and dy, from the expression
for the differentialpath length gives
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X - X, X - X.
33 _oup-/°h\ dL = o 1 o 1 dz +35 L. z - z.
I0 0 I
Yo - Yi Yo " Yi z - z.dz_ o idz
L. z -z. L.
10 0 1 I0
This simplifies to
L.
36 _ dL - lo dz29 (37) z - z.
O 1
G.4 Attenuation Integral Evaluation
The attenuation integral can now be expressed as
22, 37
>.(38) A =
L. Y ¢e2 z 4 ,,Zo
lo r pr r I
- 2co02Zo zi z.J
1
dz
I 2z 4 1'- (_._.___.r)
Integration is simplified by using the normalized parameter
= 00Z
sym def ?-(39) _ oo z
pr r
The integration differential is
_-----_-- dz39 _-(40) d _ = ¢e z
pr r
and the integration limits are
03Z.
39 = 1,o
>-(41) _i,o Oo z
pr r
Hence, the attenuation integral can be expressed by
38 _- (42) A = Li° Yr 0¢2 f_'o d__
' '39, 40,'41 _:-_i 2C-_pr _i _4J1 /:-2
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• Using
RE3(283" 017) (43) = 1 + _cos
i
-i 1
give s
Lio
42, 43 (44) A = z - z.
O 1
r r ,. .
%rL
-?
-i 1 -i 1 1
+ cos --- cos -- I
;'i[
i
for the attenuation of the signal ray passing through the ion exhaust beam.
G. 5 Attenuation of Siszml Rays Passin$ Through Axis of Symmetry
The worst possible conditions which might exist are of special interest. The
class of propagation paths having the largest attenuationare those for which the signal
ray passes through the z-axis. Should the attenuation along these paths be insigni-
ficant, this problem could be dismissed, otherwise itwould be necessary to determine
the results for all paths in order to determine the effective attenuation of a signal beam.
Because of the circular cylindrical symmetry of the ion exhaust beam, itis
appropriate to use circular cylindrical coordinates. These are related to rectangular
coordinates via
Fig. G. 1 (45)
P cos
= p sin ¢p
Z
Since the attenuation of a signal ray lying in a @ - constant plane is independent of
the tO - angle, it is convenient to choose the coordinate of the ray entrance point into
the ion exhaust beam such that
QUANTUM ENGINEERING, ING.
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With this choice and the ray passing through the z-axis, the ray exit point from the
ion exhaust beam is given by
Fig. G. 1 xx[-_-
45, 46 y (47)
0
"Pi " (Zo " zi) tanSh
Hence
46, 47 5-(48) Zo 1 o 1- Z. Z - Z.
The attenuation can now be expressed by
44 _ (49) A =48 UZOOp I (2Pi
rr 1+
4c oar _z - z.o 1
I
+tanOh _:
-1 1
+COS _ - COS
Co
To check the above equation, two special cases are separately derived: one for
which the signal ray is parallel to the z-axis/All, and the other for which the signal
ray is perpendicular to the z-axis, A±.
G.6 Attenuation of Signal Rays Parallel to the Axis of Symmetry
For the signal ray parallel to the symmetry axis the total attenuation is given by
4
z
• O
= j _(z) dz;,(50) All z.
1
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Hence
to2 4 z
50 " (51) A r prZr [ o dz
22 r [[ = 2cW 2 '
Z.
This checks (38) with Lio = z o -z i and hence integrates to (44) with this change.
G. 7 Attenuation of Signal Rays Perpendicular to the Axis of Symmetry
The attenuation factor does not vary over a path which is perpendicular to the
axis of symmetry; hence
4 ,_(52) A± = 0_(z)L .
The length of the internal path perpendicular to, and through, the z-axis is given by
Fig. G. 1 >-(53) L = 2z tan 8h
.L
Consequently
52
22, 53 > (54) A
.k
_r_r z4r tan Oh
In terms of the normalized parameter _ this is
54
, _ (55) A39 J.
VrOOzrtan Oh
c%r _2 _2-1
The reduction of (48) to the transverse case involves the evaluation of the
indeterminate form
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o_2
49 ,'-(56) A = r
.--_ z. ± 032
Zo i 4c pr
Lira
X _o+_i
Lim
Z--_ Z.
1
L.
J,Zo-zi,2+ zi tan<2
-11 -11
- _i + cos --_o "c°s --_i
The first limit factor is trivial. Using the limit definition of the derivatives to evaluate
the second limit factor gives
_r_ _ _e_ +co__I56 > (57) A = -12cJ de [_¢2
pr
Using signal ray path length, which is the ion exhaust beam diameter for this case
Fig. G. 1 _ (58) L = 2P i
±
and differentiating gives
Y _2L r 2 1 2_ 1
56 _(59) A - r ± _2 _ 1 +
This simplifies to
59 )-(60) A
&
Hence the attenuation of a signal ray passing through and perpendicular to the ion
exhaust beam axis is given by
60
53 } (61) A =±
Y _0z tan0 hr r
C0_pr_2 _-_ - 1
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This checks (55), thereby validating (49) for the transverse raycase, and hence its
likelihood for the more general case.
O.8 Case for Signal Frequency Substantially above Plasma Frequency
If the signal frequency is larger (3 times or more) than the plasma frequency, the
attenuation formula simplifies to
ZC02 z4L. _o
38 _r pr r lo dz
= L 7
,0._ ">> 002po_-(62) A S 2c0j2(z° zi) z.z z
This is true for most cases of immediate interest according to (13).
62 _(63) As : r _rz41o i _ i
6coJ (z ° - zi)
Integrating gives
Expressing in terms of the normalized _ coordinate gives
39 > (64) A S = r zo 1 _ 1
6c_r (;0 - ;i)
This can be checked against the more general expression (43) by using
RE3 (5.3); (65) #1 -x 1 _x 8x2 i__ 3 5 4= - - - x - 12---_x....
and
fr_ 1 3 3 5
RE3 (502), (66) cos-lx = 2 x - _-x -Tff x
Thus the expansion for the attenuation is given by
43 _ JT.. "I_39,65;66 ;L(67) A - r 1o, (i - i
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Simplifying gives
jlYr pr 10 [ lr 2 1
Inserting the limits gives
68 > (69) A = r 1o 1 1 3 3
_p2 "_-'d-+ " + ""6C rKo'_i ) _ o
This checks the approximation given by (64).
G.9 Preparation of Attanuation Expressions for Graphing
The normalized parameter _ introduced in (38) to facilitate integration, is not
convenient for comparison of attenuation caused by different ion rocket exhaust beams
because the normalizing factor z r varies from case to case. The divergence angle,
the plasma frequency, and the initial beam radius differ for various cases; hence these
quantities should not be implicitly contained in the normalized distance. The frequency
range of interest is
Chap. I
,'-(70) 2.1GHz < f < 2.3GHz
The corresponding wavelength range is
70 >-(71) 14.28 > _, > 13.04em .
Since the frequency range is relatively narrow, it would be satisfactory to normalize the
distance with respect to the wavelength (or some suitable multiple of the wavelength)
of the center frequency. The center frequency is
70
> (72) f
o
QUANTUM
= 2.2 GHz ,
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and hence, the center frequency wavelength is
72
;,, (73) X = 13.63 cm
O
More generally, normMization can be made for any frequency in the range; for
example, the distance can be normalized directly with the signal wavelength
sym def ;. (74) _ z
= X
As long as the parameters do not vary radically with the frequency, this normalization
is not likely to be misleading. The previous normalized distance in
normalized distance is given by
39 = oJX8
74 >- (75) _ %rZr
terms of the new
It is more convenient to express this by the form,
75
"r (76) [ = K8
where K is the dimensionless ratio
sym def. (77) K = cox
/ 0J Z
pr r
Since the initialbeam radius br and the beam divergence half angle 0h are specified
more directly than the ion exhaust beam exit plane coordinate zr, itis more appropriate
to eliminate zr, to give
77 c tan OhC-124, i9 )" (78) K - f b
pr r
In terms of the particle density
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78
E -55, A-3 ? (79) K =
3.34x 107 tan Oh
In terms of the normalized distance _, the attenuation through the ion exhaust
beam is given by
49 W Vrbr c°t Oh / / 2ri
19, 76 _,(80) A - 4C%r _1 + k_o- 8i
K 2 87 + cos K 8°
-1
COS
K 8i
where
sym def Y (81)
The special cases are
55 I_rbr w
19, 76 _ (82) A± =
C%rK282 JK282- 1
and
64
76, 78 _ (83) A S
L.
 coteh6CWpr(8 ° - 8i)K 3
It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless factor
sym def Y (84) B -
Y oob Y b
r r r r
coo f -X-
pr pr
In terms of this factor the attenuation formulae are
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80
84
C
!i.2 2
B i  2ri",(85) A = _-cote h 1 + ?o- 8i +tan '_ _2°2
L K _°
and
- + COS -- - COS
82
84 7-(86) AJ.
B
K282 _K282 - 1
and
83
84 >-(87) A S
L°
= B-_ COt Oh _16(_O - _i ) K3
Using
48
74, 81 _-(88) (8°- 8i) = i +_o_ 8i + tanOh)
_iv e s
= BcOt0h I _o!r"+ __ ! h_2 ::;fl 1 1
87 ;- (89) A S 1 + tan 0 -
88 6K 3 - 8i 8
G. i0 Transverse vs. Parallel Path Attenuations
A special case of interest is that for which the signal ray enters but does not leave
the ion exhaust beam cone:
89 B
oo '; (90) A[[ S = 6 sinOhK3838o
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For the special case for which the signal frequency is sufficiently above the plasma
resonant frequency,
o
B
86 )-(91) A S - K-_
W2>> _2p, 77
Consequently,
90 AS
91 > (92) All S = 6 sin@h
" The two cases are equal if
92
Alls = AS (93)
Consequently
92, 93 /-(94)
Oh = sin'l -61 =
Alls > eh<
9.6 °
9.6 °
and
s
92,93 )--(95) AII:s < A S if Oh> 9.6 °
It is expected that under conditions of interest for most ion exhaust beams the diver-
gence angle will be less than 9.6 °. However, this point should be investigated.
G. 11 Transverse Attenuation Case
If an upper bound on the collision frequency is considered to be provided by a one
electron volt speed differential between the electrons and ions, then in terms of the
ion exhaust beam parameter, the collision frequency to plasma frequency ratio
B-122 _l_r = 3.06 x 10 -3 i___pB-55 _ (96) fpr .
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It should be noted here that the collisionfrequency utilized is that determined by a
drift velocity of the electrons with respect to the ions which is many times the mean
thermal speed of the electrons. If thermal equilibrium existed between the electrons
and ions, with the electron's temperature being that of the emitter, then the collision
frequency would be more than an order of magnitude larger, compare (B-118) and
03-122), in which case the signal ray attenuation within the ion exhaust beam would be
very significant. The parameter B for the case considered is consequently given by
84 iPb96',2-1 i-(97) B = 1.54 i--3- .
sp
The parameter K is given by
1 3/2
79
B-55, 2 -1, 7-_-(98) K = 6.12 x 10 "4 tan eh sp
The normalized distance is
74B-69 )-(99) 8 = cot0 h
consequently,
3/2
6.12 x 10 -4 b Isp,,
98x99 ) (100) K8 =
Expressing the ion exhaust beam radius in terms of other ion exhaust beam parameter
and using the wavelength for the center frequency give
73, B-66 ;. (101) K8 = 0.305
Hence the attenuation of a signal ray which is perpendicular to and passes through the
ion exhaust beam axis is given by
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86
> (102) A±97,101
54.3f_ Pb
,o.%/%>
Converting from nepers to dbs gives
102 _ (103) 2A±
1 neper ="
8.7db 13 11 -I0.7sp ib/Isp
The net attenuation through a perpendicular path within the ion exhaust beam for
the case of the Jupiter orbiter example is given by
103 -4
2-3 _- (104) 2A± = 7.6 x 10 db
at the exit plane, which is the maximum value for this case and decreases with inverse
second power of distance along the ion exhaust beam axis. While the attenuation
through some diagonal path may be somewhat higher it is not expected to very much
higher. Hence for the ion rocket engines oontemplated for the next few years the
losses due to attenuation in the ion exhaust beam interior appear to be negligible.
It should be noted that the specific impulse is very large for the above case and
that the attenuation increases rapidly with decreasing specific impulse. Also, if
the electron drift velocity relative to the ions were negligible,the attenuation would
be substantially greater. Oscillations in the plasma may produce localized regions
in which the collision cross section and hence attenuation is orders of magnitude
larger than the average. Such circumstances require further investigation. Also,
if much larger ion engines are required, if larger current densities are utilized
and/or if lower signal frequencies are employed, the attenuation through the beam
interior can be objectionably high.
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APPENDIX H : SIGNAL REDUCTION DUE TO REFLECTION AT
THE ION ROCKET EXHAUST BEAM SURFACE
H. 1 Introduction
The signal strength is also decreased by reflections at the surface of the ion
exhaust beam. The reflection losses are accounted for by the use of interface
transmission factors. The analysis presented here is for the case of two reflections:
one upon entering and one upon exiting the ion exhaust beam. A more extended
analysis is required for cases where the ion exhaust beam is inhomogeneous over
the cross section perpendicular to its symmetry axis. Because of the complexity
of the general problem, this effort is limited to estimating the importance of the
reflection losses under various extreme conditions. Losses for the case of normal
incidence are considered first. The reflection loss becomes 100°7o as the incident
ray approaches the critical angle. Hence, regardless of how tenuous the ion exhaust
beam is, there will be a range of parameters over which the signal ray is totally
blocked for the ion exhaust beam model used. Some bounds on this range are deter-
mined for the cases of reception and transmission.
:::%
H.2 Transmission Loss for Nearly Normal Incidence
For nearly normal incidence,
condition (1)
Snell's law
i<<l
sin i
s-i- r
D-12, D-14 (2) n = at the
|sin r
Lsin i
"input')
, outpui
surface
gives, if the refractive index does not differ too greatly from unity,
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Fig. H. [ Power Reflection Coefficient Versus Index of Refraction
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2
1 > (3) r << 1
In this case Snell's law simplifies to
2
1,3 , (i(4) n = at the input i,..output_ surface,
and the reflection coefficients for both E and H -waves reduce to the same thing,
D-59, D-60 ,.. I_E H i - r1,3 _) l_E = = _E - i+ r
Consequently
f (nut}5 H =3 _(6) _E = l_E = I'E at the surface.n Loutpu
+n
The power transmission loss factor is thus
_8__(_)_ _- _n-_n__)2
For refractive indices near zero and unity this simplifies to
l1 -4n n << 1
7
_-(8) rp = _ 2 "
The power reflection coefficient is graphed in Fig. H. 1.
The index of refraction for a plasma is given by
/
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E -125
I 1 - --.P- _<_
P
i o._2p ¢o< oJ
p
if the collision frequency is sufficiently small compared to the signal frequency.
For small values of the plasma resonant frequency
f 00
restriction (I0) f-P- = --P- < 1oJ _-
the expression for the refractive index simplifies to
¢o2
9 1 - ----_ OJ> 300
i0 >-(ii) np 200z p
Consequently the power reflection coefficient expression simplifies to
¢o4 f4
7
i0, ii _ (12) _p = _16¢o4 = --_16f4 ¢o > 3¢Op
For the case of the center frequency
oJ
E-56 --P-- = 4.08 x 10 -9f=2.2GHz "-(13)
Expressing the normalized plasma frequency in terms of ion beam parameters
gives
7-(14) --P- = 3.26
B-55
sp
Consequently the plasma refractive index can be expressed in the form,
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Fig. H.3 Power reflection coeeficient, _Fp, versus specific impulse, Isp,
for various current densities.
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9, 12
i4 >(i5)
i ibnp 1 10.62 is p
i b
= 1 - 5.31 --
I
sp
Isp > 10.62 ib
In this case, the reflection factor takes the particularly simple form
2
1 b 1
Isp> 10.62i b12 >(16) _"p = 7.08 i--f-4
sp
The refractive index as a function of the specific impulse and ion current density is
depicted in Fig. H.2. The power reflection coefficient as a function of the specific
impulse and current density is depicted in Fig. H. 3.
Interpretation of these curves is as follows. For refractive indices near
unity, the reflection coefficient is negligible, but as the refraction index goes to
zero, the reflection coefficient goes to unity as depicted in Fig. H. 1. Unity reflec-
tion coefficientmeans total signal loss. Fig. H.2 depicts how the refractive index
varies with the ion exhaust beam parameters; the smaller the specific impulse and/or
the higher the ion emission current density the smaller the refractive index. Fig. H.3
gives the composite information of the previous two figures. For example, the ion
emission current density of 30ma/cm 2 curve, for a specific impulse of 12,000 sec-
onds, gives a power reflection coefficient0.0044. Hence, for the next generation
of ion rockets anticipated, nearly normal incidence of signal rays in the chosen
frequency band will not experience appreciable reflection. However, it should be
noted that the power reflection coefficient becomes very large as the specific impulse
drops and may become objectionally large for specific impulses in the low thousands
of seconds.
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H.3 Reflection Loss Considerations for Arbitrary Incidence Angle
The interface power transmission factor is
.
D-88 ",-(17) Tp = TE _ 1 sin2i Loutput.)
The field transmission factors are polarization dependent; hence, each polarization
has a different transmission factor.
rD-592, D-602 Cos (i "--r)_ (18) = 2 sin r cos isin (i ÷ r)
The interface power transmission factors are plotted as functions of the incidence
angles for various values of the refractive index in Fig. D.3 and D,4.
A considerable amount of labor is required to determine the reduction in signal
power received by use of the above formulae. Fig. D.3 and D.4 show that a sub-
stantial reflection loss only occurs near and beyond the critical incidence angle for
any value of refractive index, n, which is substantially greater than zero. Conse-
quently, the seriousness of the reflection loss is primarily represented by the fraction
of the total received or transmitted signal which is completely blocked by the ion
exhaust beam. For the received signal, the area blockage is the important factor.
For the transmitted signal, the solid angle blockage is the important factor. This
appendix considers the blocking planar angles in the principai planes. These could be
used for estimating partial bounds on the blocked solid angle and the blocked area.
The transmission coefficient dependence on the incident ray entrance position
into the ion exhaust beam is of prime interest. The position is specified by a
peripheral coordinate around the ion exhaust beam and longitudinal coordinate along
the ion exhaust beam. The geometry for the general case is quite involved. Two
special cases considered are:
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Fig. H .4 Fraction of ion exhaust beam which completely blocks
plane wave perpendicular to axis of symmetry.
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i. variation along the surface in the longitudinal cross section
containing the axis of symmetry.
2. variation around the surface in a cross section perpendicular
to the axis of symmetry.
H.4 Minimum Transverse Blockage Factor for Reception
Signal rays incident on the ion exhaust beam surface at angles equal to or
greater than the critical angle are completely blocked. Fig. H.5 depicts the case
for parallel rays in a plane perpendicular to the ion exhaust beam axis. For this
case, the portion of the ion exhaust beam radius which completely blocks the
incident ray is
Fig. H.4> (19) bBR = b(1 - sin ic)
Using the relation between the critical angle and the refractive index
D-14 , _ (20) n = sin i
r=_ C
gives
19 bBR
20 >-(21) -E-- = 1 - n ,
and hence
21 bBR I ¢0__9 > (22) --b'-- = 1 = 1 - to > O_p
Expressing the fractional blockage in terms of specific impulse and current density
gives
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i ib22 bBR = 1 - 1 - 10.62 Isp15 ) (23) b
For large ratios of specific impulse to ion emission current density this reduces to
23 bBR i b
> (24) --g-- = 5.31
sp
The blockage ratio is plotted in Fig. H. 4. For the Jupiter orbiter spacecraft example,
the 15ma/cm 2 ion emission curve, for a specific impulse of 12,000 seconds gives a
blockage of 0.066, i.e. 6.6 percent of the ion exhaust beam diameter completly blocks
transmission of signal rays. As the incidence angle becomes more oblique to the
surface, the fractional beam diameter which completely blocks signal rays increases
until the entire ion exhaust beam diameter blocks the signal transmission.
H. 5 Minimum Longitudinal Blockage Angle for Reception
The geometry for this case is depicted in Fig. H.6. The angular range, mea-
sured from the z-axis, for which the incoming ray will not penetrate the ion exhaust
beam is given by
Fig. H.6}(25) OBR = _r - i c + Oh
The refractive index as a function of position along the ion exhaust beam is given by
9 = 1 -
G-20 > (26) np
A more appropriate quantity to normalize z to,is the beam radius at the
6 I °°9G-i9 >(27) np z
In terms of distance normalized with respect to wavelength
exit plane,
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J (_2__ b cot 8h__227 , .7-(28) n = 1 rG -73 p -A" 8
Using the parameter K to designate the beam properties gives
28 7-(29) n = Jl 1
G-77 P _ K 2 8 2
This refractive index is plotted against 8 for various values of K in Fig. H.7. For
refractive index values near unity, itis more convenient to use
20 ) (30) n = cos (_- ic)
to give
3029 .(31) cos (_ -i), c =Jl K 218 2
For a plasma frequency small compared to the signal frequency,
o_2 << _o2
P } (32) K 2 _ 2 >>
The refractive index is near unity and the critical angle is near 90 ° . For this case
31 _'-(33)i 1 (_. )2 132 - _ _- - i c + ... = i _ + ...
2K 2
hence
33 _.-(34) i c 2 K %-"
Therefore the incoming ray blocking angle range is given by
25 ;-(35)34 8BR = K'---_ + Oh
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The maximum blocking angle range is given by the minimum 8 ; consequently
35 _(36) = 1
8 = 8r @BR W + @h
Hence
36 = @h + pr radians.G-73/G-19, G-76 _(37) @BR
For this formula to be accurate, the blocking angle range must be small compared to
one radian. Ifthe blocking angle is not small compared to a radian, then (31) must be
used instead of (34). One of the major unknowns that remains to be determined is the
ion exhaust beam divergence angle. Itis interesting to note that the normalized plasma
frequency is equal to the difference between the blocking angle and the ion exhaust beam
half angle
37 °_pr fpr
) (38) y = "T-- = @BR -o h
Expressing this in terms of specific impulse and ion current density gives
_°Pr i6_i_ p
3814 _ (39) @BR - @h = --00 = 3.2
This is graphed in Fig. H. 8. The dashed portions of the curve represent the regions
where the plasma frequency is not sufficientlysmaller than the signal frequency for the
approximation to be accurate. As an example, consider the Jupiter orbiter spacecraft
design parameters, ib = 15ma/cm 2 and Isp = 12, 000 seconds which gives a blockage angle
of 0.37 radians i.e. 21. i°. This is a fairly significantblockage angle.
H.6 Blocking Angles for Transmission
The blocking angles for transmission are different from those for reception
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becauseof the difference in the geometry betweena parallel bundle of rays and a
diverging bundle of rays. The overall effect on the receiver beam power and the
transmitted power which is received by a distant station is the same because of
reciprocity; however, the effect on an individual ray is not.
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APPENDIXI: SIGNAL STRENGTH REDUCTION DUE TO SIGNAL BEAM DIVERGENCE
I. 1 Introduction
The ion exhaust beam acts as a divergent lens on the signal rays passing through
it as illustrated in Figs. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. Figs. 1.1 and 1.2 depict the case for
signal rays in the plane perpendicular to the ion exhaust beam axis for the cases of
reception and transmission respectively. Figs. 1.3 and 1.4 depict the signal rays in
the plane containing the ion exhaust beam axis for the cases of reception and trans-
mission respectively
The power-intensity-divergence transmission factor (reciprocal spreading factor)
is given by
dE
= 1
F-20 >_(i) TS
It is more convenient to think in terms of
sym def
"-(2), S_ = the solid angle spreading (magnification) factor
d_
= 0geom def:_ (3) S_
1
than in terms of the power-intensity-divergence transmission factor in the formula-
tional stage. The spreading factor varies with direction. It is convenient to divide a
signal beam into differential signal beams by means of constant-coordinate surfaces
which are separated by a differential coordinate change• Using 0- plane and 0- cone
coordinate surfaces allows the solid-angle-spreading factor to be expressed in terms
of the product of two plane-angle-spread ing factors
geometry ,_ (4)
QUANTUM
SF_ = SOS 0
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Fig, I, l, Divergence of a parallel bundle of signal rays through an
ion exhaust beam cross section perpendicular to the
axis of symmetry.
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where
sym def _-(5) S_ = the azimuth angle spreading factor
and
sym def _(6) SO = the polar angle spreading factor.
The azimuth angle spreading factor is given by
_eom def__(7 ) Sc# = d¢#._.._.ood*i
for the case in which the ray lies in a plane perpendicular to the z-axis.
spreading factor is given by
de
O
geom def__ (8) SO =
1
The polar
for the case in which the ray passes through the z-axis. This preliminary analysis
is restricted to the cases depicted in Fig. I. 1 and I. 2. To obtain the spreading
factors it is necessary to determine the functional relationship between the differential
angles. Development of the general cases may be made in a subsequent effort if the
preliminary results obtained here indicate that it is warranted. Since Fig. I. 1 can be
obtained as a special case of 1.2, the latter is considered first.
I. 2 Signal Rays in Plane Perpendicular to Symmetry Axis
The signal beam spreading in the plane perpendicular to the ion beam symmetry
axis is depicted in Figs• 1.1 and 1.2. The azimuth angle _, about the ion beam
symmetry axis is taken as the independent variable. The incidence angle is related
to _O by
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Jb
a b
Fig. 1.2 _-(9) sin(It - i) = sin(i - (#)
a
sin (#
Consequently,
91
> (I0) sin icos (# -- cos i sin ¢_
b
= _ sin i
a
Hence
b tan i
10 _--(11) tan i = tan _ + b cos
a
For the case of a parallel incoming bundle of rays
ii
2-(12) i = _0 .b ---_ (_o
a
The angle of the various ray segments are represented by
sym def. lcpin_(Fig. 1.2) _'(13) I -q
L o)
angle between
nput
_interior?
_utput ]
ray segment and x =axis.
A ray entering the ion exhaust beam interior, in the plane shown, undergoes a bending
through the angle r- i, consequently,
Fig. 1.2
2(14) (#in = (#i+ r - i
The ray exciting the ion exhaust beam undergoes a bending through the same angle,
consequently
Fig. 1.2 2-(15) _o = (#in + r -i
The output beam direction is consequently related to the input beam direction by
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15
14 _-(16) _o = _i + 2(r - i)
The angles are functionally related by
Fig. 1.2 > (17) _i = i -_
and
D-14 > (18) sin i = n sin r .
It is convenient to take _ as the independent variable and to take _i' _o' i and r as
dependent variables. Then
 Oo/ O,
7 _-(19) S_ : d _%[ d
Using
16 )--(20) d_°
d_
d_i (dr di)
= d--_-+ 2 d_ d-_
and
17 d_i di
>(21) d--_- = d'--_" 1
gives
19 ,'-_(22)
20, 21 Sop
= 1+2
dr di
d@ d_
di
d_
Simplifying gives
22
> (23)
QUANTUM
S_ = I+ 2
dr
di
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Fig. 1.4 Divergence of a non parallel bundle of rays through the ion
exhaust beam symmetry axis.
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Using the antenna distance normalized with respect to the ion exhaust beam radius
b
__a
sym def >,,,(24) B = b
gives
ii >-(25) tan i24
tan
1
1
BCOS(_
or
25
> (26) tan i
B sin
B cos _ - 1
Differentiating gives
26 2. B (Bcos _P - 1) cos _ + B sin2cp dcp
> (27) sec 1 = (B cos _O - 1) 2 _"
Consequently
$7 _. (28) d___
di
(B cos _ - 1) 2 sec 2.1
B (B - cos _)
Using
,18 (29)
dr 1
= --cos i
cos r _-- n
gives
29 (30) dr i cos i
n cos r
Using
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(31) cos r = ql n "2 . 2.- sln i
gives
30 dr
31 ) (32) --di
Using
26
2 (33)
sin i
cos i
cos i
1
B -2Bcos_+ 1
B sin
B cos @ - 1
gives
32 _(34) dr B cos _ - 1
33 di = _n2(B 2 -2Bcoscp + 1) -B 2 sin20
and
28 _--(35) dcp B2 - 2B cos cp + 1
362 _- = B(B - cos cp)
The azimuth spreading fac.tor can now be written as
B cos _ - 1
23 _ n2(B2 - 2B cos _ + i) - B2sin2¢#
_(36) S_ = 1 + 234, 35
1 - B2 - 2B cos_+ 1
B(B - cos ¢))
-i
Simplifying gives
- - cos36 ) (37) = 1 + 2B B cos _ _- 2B cos'_ - 1
,,....... _....2B cos_ + 1) - B2sin2_
It would be of interest to plot S_ against _ for various B. At the critical angle the
spreading factor becomes infinite. The spreading factor is a minimum for a signal
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ray directly through the axis of symmetry, for which case
37 (i )(p = 0 > (38) S@(O) = 1 + 2B _ - 1
The expression for the minimum spreading factor is the simplest and, hence, it
is examined first. Expressing the spreading factor in terms of ion exhaust beam pro-
perties gives
38 (39)
H '141 > S_(0)
- 10.62 is p
For large ratios of specific impulse to ion current density
39 ib
> (40) S@(0) = i + 10.62 Bn 1 F--
sp
This spreading factor is graphed in Fig. I. 5 as a function of the antenna center (ray
source approximation) distance from the ion exhaust beam axis for the case of an
emission current density of !Sma/cm 2 and a specific impulse of 12,000 seconds
which was chosen for the Jupiter-orbiter example,
4O
j_example> (41) Sop(O) = 1 + 0.1328B
Considering that this is the minimum case, makes the signal beam spreading problem
serious for signal beams passing through the ion exhaust beam.
The larger the antenna distance, the greater the spreading factor for the signal
rays passing through the ion exhaust beam, however, the smaller the solid angle
subtended by the ion exhaust beam. This tradeoff should be examined to determine
an optimum or least objectionable compromise.
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APPENDIX J: SIGNAL DISTORTION
J. 1 Introduction
Exact signal distortion analysis can be accomplished by Fourier resolution of a
signal into its component frequencies, determination of the transmission channel
affect on each frequency component and then Fourier integration of all the outpat
frequency components to obtain the output signal. Distortion analysis can also be
accomplished via Laplace transformation theory, or other appropriate resolution
methods. Detailed examination of distortion requires specification of the signal
(or class of signals) as well as specification of the transmission channel character-
istics. Such analysis requires a relatively large amount of effort. In addition the
desired signals have not yet been specified. It would be desirable to have a general
rule-of-the-thumb for assessing the seriousness of the distortion, which could be
applied to the broad class of signals.
J.2 Fourier Transform Theory
A rule-of-the-thumb criterion can be provided as follows.
theory relates
sym def ;-(1) = the time signal
and
sym def _ (2) _i (°J)1
Lro< U
= the
Finput')
Loutpu5
spectral signal
via
Fourier transform
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sym def (3) = the transmission channel transfer function.
e
lhe spectral input signal is related to the time input signal by
Fourier
Transform
OO
-- 1 fi('r)e-J°ZTd T(4) fi (w) = 2"--# -co
The spectral output signal is related to the spectral input signal via the transfer
function by
causality,(5) %(¢0) = "_i(¢c)T(o_)
The output time signal is related to the output spectral signal by
Fourier
r co -j_oInte$ral ),(6) fo(t) = _ L(¢O) e tdo-_
-co
Consequently, the output time signal is related to the input spectral signal by
6 (7) f (t) = [co Yi(0-') T(OJ)e-JWtdw5 o .J
-co
Expressing the transfer function in terms of magnitude and angle
identity ), (8) T(W) = [T(w)]eJ/-_-(-_-_ )
giVeS
7 (9)8 fo (t) =
-GO
IT( ')I e-J _02t
J.3 Complex Fourier Integral
The development is simplified by using the complex function given by the one
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sided integral
j.oo e joltsym def., (i0) _(t) = 2 T(o2) dO_
0
This transform type is advantageous because the signal frequency band occupies a
single contiguous range, whereas with the double sided integral, it occupies two ranges,
which are mirror images with respect to the frequency origin. The real-signal function
is related to the complex-signal function via
Fourier
Integral ,. (11) f(t) = "f'(u_) e j_t do._
-130
Expressing the two sided integral as two one-sided integrals over the same range gives
00 ;O0 .11 (12) f(t) = -{-(00) eJ°_tdo._ + ]-(- oo) e-J°_tdoJ
0 0
The second integral is the complex conjugate of the first,
12 ;'(13) f(t) = T(a') e]°°tda_ + T(o_) eJ°_td
• 0
Hence, the imaginary parts cancel leaving
/]_j.oo j&_t13 _ (14) f(t) = 2 ]- (0 0 e do_
0
Consequently, the real time function is related to the complex time function by
14 (15) f(t) = _ {(t)10 '
The complex output time signal is consequently given by
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_oo
9,i0 (16) fo(t) = 2 J0 "_i (w) IT(°4) le-J _a_t
- ,'T(_)j do4
].4 Transfer Function Criteria for Small Distortion
If the signal frequency content lies in the frequency range
band def,
(17) tol _ to _ to2
the complex output time signal can be expressed as
_'_216, 17 .. (18) f_(t) = 2 Ti(o4) ]T(to)]e -j E tot
1
-
The transfer function magnitude and angle can be expanded about
def.SylI1 (19) to = a suitably chosen value
' O
_within the signal frequency spectrum
condition (20) tol < too < 0_2
Expanding the transfer function magnitude gives
Taylor Exp ,(21) [T(O_) ] = lT(_o)i+ ITII(o_- _o) + _ ITI2(to- too)2+...
where
sym def dniT(o;)l ](2B) IT!n = d_ ._,.
O
Expanding the transfer function phase gives
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/_T_2(__%)2 + ...
where
sym def . (24) /T n = dn /T(_) I
d_n in =
0
It is convenient to introduce
sym def
, (25) Rnf(X ) the remainder of the series expansion
starting with the nth term.
Expressing the Taylor expansions in terms of remainders gives
21
(26) lT(o41 = IT(%)I + R i IT(%I
and
23 _ ,(27) lT(Oa) = /T O + /_T_l(Oa - Uao) + R 2 ./T(_)
The complex output time function can now be expressed in the form
_o j'_2 _"26,1827 ;' (28) (t) = 2 _(ua) LIT(%)[
oa1
+ R 1 IT(*)[ '] e'J[ tot" /T O d_
Taking constant factors outside the integral gives
28 , (29) if(t) = iT(O_o)le-J(°_ /T1- /T o) fs(t)
where
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28, 29, .co2 - R 1 [T(0o) l
co r(0oo) 1-
1
is the signal shape which is essentially the input signal distorted to the form ithas in the
output; differing from the output signal only in magnitude by the factor IT(OSo)I and in
phase by the amount 0o/T I - /aT_To
If the frequency band is sufficientlynarrow for the magnitude of the transfer function
to have a negligible variation over the band,
a Iw(_>l
restriction, (Sl) 1 << [ for 0o < 0o < 0o2
IT(a_o) I 1
a good approximation to the signal shape is given by
30 _-(32)  s(t) 2 j'0o27-. E0O<tai ' = i (0o)e-j
coI
LT_I) -R 2 /'T(_)] dO0
For this case the distortion is only due to the nonlinearity in the phase characteristic
of the transfer function; such distortion is referred to as phase distortion. If the trans-
fer function phase characteristic is sufficientlylinear over the band of interest
restriction_ (83) R2/T(cc) < < i 0oi < 0o < 0o2
a gooa approximation to dae signal shape is then given by
,32 " (34) v 2 I' 0o2 "T. (0o)e
aa , fs(t) = J% i
-joe(t - _? d0o
For [his case the output sigTlalshape is exactly that of the input signal
34, 10 ,,/ v
(35) fs(t)= f._(t-/-T-i)
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For this case the output signal is given by
29 _- (36)35 fo(t) [T(Uao)le-J(Ua/T I- /T O) fi(t-/TI)
hence, there is no distortion, but
36, sym def (37) rd = the time by which the signal is delayed
is ....'.yen by
}:
as >(38) rd = /_T_I = dO0
In addition to the delay the signal is also reduced in amplitude by the factor IT(COo) I
and shifted in phase by tha amount a____ 1 - --o/T .
The distortion in the signal is only of interest when the signal is not attenuated
excessively. Under these conditions the transfer function amplitude does not have a
significant variation over the frequency band of interest, hence only phase distortion
need be considered. The 'remainder, after the linear term in the Taylor expansion
for the transfer function phase angle,
27 , (39) R 2 _T(co) /T(w) - /T O38 = - rd (_ " %)
is the cause of the signal phase distortion. In expanded form
27-23 , (40) R 2 /T(o_) = _ /_T.T2(OO - o%) 2 + ...
Small phase distortion requires that
32 ," (41) IR_/T(..T.L._I<< i
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For those cases in which the first term in the expansion of the remainder adequately
represents the remainder value ,which is generally the case for small pease distortion,
a relatively easy [o use the rule of the thumb is
40, 4_ :. (42) I,_.LF_2(_ - %)2 1 << i
The choice for o_ , for reasonably well behaved signals, which on the average would
O
give the best convergence, i.e the value of oJ for which the second derivative would
• _ O
give the best average approximation to the remainder is
arithn_etic
COl+ 0_2mean (43) co =o 2{
The largest value of the left hand side of (42) is for oo at the edge of the signal frequency
band. The inequality in (42) will be satisfied for all cases if it is satisfied for the worse
case. Hence, using
sym def ,.
: (44) B = f2 - fl = signal bandwidth
giVeS
43, 44
; (45) o02 - O_o = _rB
and hence
40
45 _,, .(46) k2 /'T(o_2) _. 2_2= Ir b /T2 + ..-
Consequently, small phase distortion requires that
41
''07) • .'2B2 I/T2I < < z46 "
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I
and hence
47 (48) lIT21 << 2
_2B2
For narrow bandwidth the derivative at any frequency within the band can be used.
Consequently, ifthe inequality
i 248 (49) id2/"F <<
' i_ii _t2B2
is satisfiedthe phase distortion is negligible.
].5 Channel Phase Distortion Index
The signal distortion depends on the bandwidth of the signal as well as on the phase
shift characteristics of the transmission media. It is desireable, where possible, to
express the term responsible for phase distortion as the product of two terms, one
depending on signal bandwidth alone and the other depending on the transmission channel
properties alone. This can be done for the case in which the remainder of the phase
characteristic ex0ansion, after the linear term, can be adequately represented by the
quadzatic term. Since it is desireable to deal with normalized quantities the ratio of
the bandwidth to the signal carrier frequency is used. Thus
syrn def, % = a phase distortionindex
can be defined so that
phys def (51) R 2 /T(O_) B2) = --¢_D
f-
o
With these conditions
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!46,sl (s2)% _- 9_2f2o L7_2 __2iT_2= 8" o
consequently, small phase distortion requires that
48
52
,. (ss)
2f
o
I%1 << 7
7.6 Transfer Function Pl_.._ Angle for Ion Exhaust Beam
The transfer function phase angle for the ion exhaust beam is
C -70 _L
, .(54) /T = t 5d4
_0
Fo= small collisionfrequency the phase factor is given by
n"-127
.[., (ss) _ = /3v 1---}
OO
¢0
P
< 04
Using
E-55
(56) u_ =
P
gives
55
56 ,,(s7) 5 = l _2 n (4)
pr e
/3v l-g er
Consequently, the transfer function phase angle is given by
54 ,_L [ co2 n (4)
i pr e d'[
s7 (s8)LT_= _vJ0II J ne_
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].7 Transfer Function Phase Angle for Signal Ray Perpendicular to Ion Exhaust Beam
The simplest case is that for which a signal ray traverses the ion exhaust beam
normal to its axis and it should be quite representative of the more general case. For
_is case the phase factor does not vary along the signal ray path, hence,
54
, (59)_ = _L
Using
55 ' (60) ,8 = 1 !oo2 _ o_2
C-122 / c _! p
gives
59 (61)/7_ = k !_ - 0:2
60 " c _[ p
J.8 Distortion Factor for Ray Perpendicular to Ion Exhaust Beam Axis
Differentiating the transfer function phase angle gives
dLT_ L
55 (62) = --
, d_ c
r"" 2_
P
Differentiating again gives
_co2
d2/T L p
62 (63) =
' do42 c _2 _2p_3/2
The phase distortion index is consequently given by
_L 002 002
52
(64) _D = c o p :._
_2 ,,0223/263 ' 8 P]
/
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64 (65) _D
_rL 22¢u2
-_z o op
/ 2 \a/2
!1 _21\ <)
For this case the path length in terms of the ion exhaust beam radius is given by
Fig. O.1. (66) L = 2b/ •
For the Jupiter orbiter example
G-18 ,/, (67) oJ2 <<
P
consequently the distortion index reduces to
6s . ,_,
67, 66 ' *D
2
f
_rb p
2X 2
o f
O
Expressing the distortion index in terms of the ion exhaust beam current density, specific
impulse and power gives
68 1.82 x 1012 /Pb_
B'56, B-66" .(69) _D = fo
sp
Using the center frequency for the band of interest gives
69 = 830 --2
f =2.2 x 10 g(70) X_D I
o sp
For the Jupiter orbiter example
70 ;-(71) _D2-3 4.17 x i0 "3 i_
At the ion exhaust beam exit plane
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73
ib= 15ma/cm _(72) _D
= 0.498
The minimum center frequency to bandwidth ratio for the spcified case is
f
o
specification , (73) B = 11 .
Hence
f2
O =73 ,_(74) -"w" 121
B"
The inequality
53
72, 74 -_(75) 0.498 << 121
is more than adequate for the distortion to be quite negligible for the Jupiter orbiter
example and the frequency band chosen. The distortion factor is most sensitive to the
specific impulse, which if reduced by an order of magnitude with the other parameters
_emaining the same, would lead to significantsignal distortion. Ifthe signal frequency
decreases by a factor approaching 2.7 the denominator in (65)approaches zero and the
phase distortion may become excessive. This case would have to be examined with an
improved approximation that includes the effect of the collision frequency.
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APPENDIX K: BREMSSTRAHLU_G
K. 1 Introduction
Radiation from accelerating electrons during random collision processes is
called bremsstrahlung. Since the collisions are random, the radiation generated
by these collisions is incoherent. This type of process is the principal basic source
of noise in the radio frequency portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
There is a sizeable literature on the subject of bremsstrablung, for example
references K1, K2, Ka, K4, K5. A large variety of formulae have been derived
for bremsstrahlung which provide various types of approximations. Large dis-
crepancies occur between numerical results provided by formulae from different
sources. Some of these discrepancies are due to the assumptions (often jerry-
built) employed. These discrepancies may also be due to an inadequate
specification of the terms entering the formula and their dimensions, to typographical
errors and to misunderstanding on the part of the reader which are not fairly attri-
butable to the author. Derivation of the necessary expressions, using the literature
as a check, appears necessary not only to obtain sufficient consistency for their
proper use both with respect to the validity range of the approximations introduced
and to units employed but also to facilitate obtaining the formulae in suitable form
for the case of interest.
The objective of this appendix is to determine the spectral noise power per unit
volume generated in the ion exhaust beam plasma.
K. 2 Electron Trajectories
To determine the radiation from an electron deflected by an ion, it is necessary
to know the acceleration of the electron as a function of time. This is obtained by
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solvh_g the equation of motion for the electrons. The forces in the equation of motion
are the inverse square law attraction forc_ due to the ion and the self radiation force.
The radiation force is generally small in the cases of interest here and its effect
on the electron trajecto::y is neglected in the approxfi, ;_tion employed. With this
approximation the e]c, : _-on's equation of motion is
Newton,
Coulomb , (I) _ = k__
r3
where
s_m_ clef Z c-
_ (2) k =
4_tCvme
which numerically is
9 -2
A-i,7-4,"_5(3)A A- " " k = 253 Z meters 3 - seo
and
syn def
,,(4) z = ion charge in units of e
The ion acceleration is neglected in this development since its mass is more than
four orders of magnitude larger than the electron mass.
The three dimensional vector equation of motion reduces to a two dimensional
vector equation of motion. Using the vector cross product definition gives
identity _ (5) ir >::¢ = 0
consequently
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* i,5
> (6) _'x_ = 0
This can be s:e-expressed as a perfect derivative
6,5 d
> (7) --_r xi_ = 0
Integrating gives
> (8) ir x i- = constant vector
The vectors _rand fi:determine a plane which is perpendicular to their cross product.
Since the cross product Irx_:does not vary with time, the orientation of the plane
does not change with time. Consequently, the trajectory of an electron deflected
by an ion lies in a fixed plane. By taking this plane to be the
8, choice
_- (9) z = 0
plane, the spherical radial vector
vector
identity
>- (I0) _: = _O+izZ
reduces to the cylindrical radial vector
i0
9 Y- (ii) ]r :
an(i consequently the equation of motion reduces to
i -(12) } - k
r
q_ne scalar radial equation of motion is consequently
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p2
and the aximuth angle equation of motion is thus
11
_..(_) p_+2b(_ = 0 .
The azimud] equation of motion is a perfect derivative,
14 ;. (15) d 2.
-a[ p _ = 0 .
Integrath_g give s
15 2.
>- (16) p _ = constant
Hence
svm clef (17) = the angmlar momentum
which is given by
°
phvs def. (18) 4 = meP
is & const&nt,
18
16 :-- (19) ,_ = constant
7he radial equation of motion can be converted to a differentialequation for
the trajectory by changing the hldependent variable from t to %0. Using
d_p_p
identity ;- (20) f3 = d_ _
give s
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20 -1
18 _ (21) p = 4m e
Simplifying gives
21 > (22) p _ Z d 1
m e d_O p
Using
identity d_ 6
_. (23) _ = d_
give s
23 e O18,22 _ (24) _6 = _42 m 2 -2
d 2 1
The radial equation of motion thus reduces to the differential equation for the
trajectory
d2 e13 _ (25) 1_..+ __ 1_ = km Z-2
18,34 O do2 O
Integrating gives the trajectory equation
25 .1
> (26) - =
P
km 2 _ -2+A cos ((_ + (po)
which is the polar coordinate equation of a hyperbola. Orienting the z-axis to bisect
the hyperbola requires that '
symmetry .-'- (27) for the force center on the egative_
ositiveJ
X -axis .
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Fig. K. 1 Hyperbolic Trajectory of a Charged Particle in an
Attractive Inverse Square Law Field.
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_fe..3 Deflection Angle
The attracted particle hyperbolic trajectory depicted in Fig.
equation
K. i, has the polar
analytic
geometry (28) b cos _ 6,_ _ = sin½O+cos_o
P
Expressing the dynamically derived trajectory in comparable form gives
km 2
26 1 = e
271 ._ (29) A--p _ +cos_
Comparing the equations derived from mechanics and from geometry for the hyperbola
gives the relationship between the deflection angle and the physical parameters.
42
28,29 > (30) bcot 26- = km 2
It is convenient to have the constant angular momentum expressed in terms of
syrn def the electron speed at large
distances from the ion
and
sym def
_- (32) b = the collisionparameter (perpendicular
distance from ion to trajectory asymptote
Using
28
gives
> (33) bcos 26-_ = sin_o_
P
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18 b cos _ _d
33 > (34) 4 = m e s_a¢'
Using
Fi_. K. I (as) b t_
m_d
Fi_. K.i .- (36) _ t--_co> rt2+6
gives
34
35,36" > (37) 4 = mebvco
Consequently
;.O
; (38) p2& = bvco5O
A more convenient formula for the deflection angle is thus
3O
37 >. (39) tan - -
6 _ k
2 .----T
The complexity of many of the analytical developments required here make
it expedient to use a number of approximations. To assess the validity of these
approximations, it is necessary to know the range of parameter variations involved.
This is facilitated by various graphical displays. Of particular interest is the rcmgc
of deflection magles of importance because of the approximations which can be made
for the case o2 small deflection angles.
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T_._is more convenient to have expressions Ln terms of
sym def : -(4o) v = the electron kinetic energy h_ electron volts
than tl _ electron speed. The energy in electron volts is related to
svm def
. (*it) W = the electron kh%etic energy
by
phvs def (_2) V : e
wh e,"c
nhvs "_ . 2
.... > (43) W = ";dmeV
Hence _e kinetic energy in volts in terms of the speed is given by
2
42 meV
e3 > (44) V = 2e
Consequently the deflection angle is related to 5_e asymptotic kinetic energy in
electron volts by
39 6 mek
44 ;_ (45) tan _ = 2ebV
oo
Evaluating the constants for graphical representation gives
45 (46) tan 83,z :
-i0
7.19 x i0
bV
O3
Expressing the collisionparameter in angstrom units gives
_r , • "'r" ! _" I
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46 6 7.19
li = i0 -iOta) (47) tan _- = biVo °
For small angles
47 14.38 823(48) = radians - b-" degrees50( iVoo iVco
The relationship between the deflection angle, collisionparameter and the electron
energy is graphically depicted in Fig. K. 2.
K. 4 Quantum Considerations
The above analysis is based on treating the electron as a classical point particle.
The uncertainty principle, in effect, provides the electron with an effective extended
structure. This structure is d&scribed by a wave packet. The extension of the wave
packet is approximately represented by
symdef
>- (49) Xe = the deBroglie wavelength for the electron
which is given by
= h
deBroglie > (50) k e m v
e
Evaluating the physical constants gives
-4
50 7.27 x 10
"- (51) X e = metersA-S,A-II " V
Ifthe closest approach distance is large compared to the deBroglie wavelength,
the electron behaves as a point _particleand the classical deflection angle is correct.
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If the closest approach distance is of the order of,or shorter than the deBroglie
\vaveleng:i_, the electron does not appear as a point particle to the scattering ion
and, hence, the classically derived deflection angle is incorrect. It is instructive
to subdivide the (electz-onenergy) - (collision parameter) domain in Fig. K. 2 l to
a classical _omak2 (where classical d_eory gives correct predictions), and a quart-
tun: mechm_ical domain (where classical theory does not give correct predictions).
Using
10 5 ff_-' i2cV meters/see=_ _.. (52) v = = 5.93 x
i.m e
gives the deBroglie relation in terms of energy (in electron volts)
51 h(53) k -52
]2meeV
Evaluating the physical constants gives
A -4,, _,_-5, A Z;_°4j-\ X
1.226 x i0-9
meters
_is relation provides the basis for dividing the b -V m domain of Fig. K. 2 into a
cornain wl:ere tee classical point particle approximation is valid and a domain where
itis not. For small deflection angles d_e particle velocity and hence the deBroglie
waveieng_ch is nearly constant over the trajectory, hence
54 = 12.26 i(55) X = Xoo
This relationship is gTaphically depicted in Fig. K. 2 by the heavy dashed negative
s_opmg line.
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For low values of the electrons asymptotic kinetic energy (less fl_an1 ev) and
for small values of the collision parameters the electron kinetic energy gained from
the potential energy may be almost Lhe totalelectron kinetic energy when the electron
is at the perigee. Under these conditions the electrons deBroglie wavelength at the
perigee foz the case of no asymptotic velocity is a lower bound on the collision
parameter. The potential energy (inelectron volts) which can be converted to
kinetic energy is
Coulomb > (56) V = Ze
4_t Cvp
Hence
56 1.44 X 10 -9 14.4
1,A_4,Z_l(57) V = volts = volts
_-_ p P_
The variation of deBrogli e wavelength with radial distance is consequently given by
54 (58) l_ = 3.23 _ .57
The deBroglie wavelength becomes equal to the radial distance at
58
(59) X_ = p_ = 10.43 _- •
This value is shown as a heavy dashed vertical line in Fig. K. 2 The two dashed
curves are thus asymptotes for the high and low energy electron cases respectively;
the upper dashed curve represents the case in which the contribution of the potential
energy to the kinetic energT at the perigee is negligible and the lower dashed curve
represents the curve for which the asymptotic kinetic energy contribution to the
total kinetic energy at the perigee is negligible.
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For large deflection m_glesthe velocity and hence the deBroglie waveleng&
varies significantly over the trajectory. Consequently the division betweenclassical
and qum_tummechanical cases must be made on the basis of
s_fmdef
xo = the deBroglie wavelengzh of the electron
at the point of closest approach
and hence requires further analysis to delineate itmore accurately in the (Voo ,b)
domain tl_analready done by its two asymptotes.
Since the electron speed is a maximum at the point of closest approach, the
deBroglie wavelenglh is a minimum at the point of closest approach. Consequently
the range of collisionparameters over which the classical approximation is valid
extends to smaller values than given by the heavy dashed line in Fig. K. 2, particularly
at the corner where they join. The amount by which the range of b is extended
increases as V decreases. In terms of
O0
ss_n clef
= the minimum distance of approach
(perigee distance)
the maximum velocity is given by
18 4 ,
>. (62) vo =
nleP
and hence by
.<2 b
37 9-(63) vo = _Voo
The hyperbolic trajectory equation gives for the perigee point
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6
28 b l+sin _-
= 0 _ (64) _ 8
COS _-
Consequently the perigee speed is given by
8
63 l+sin
64 _ (65) vo = v
03 COS _-
and perigee potential energy in electron volts by
_'_ _,(_) Vo = v__--_
%he deBroglie wavelen_hs are related to the energies by
53
> (67)
consequently
67
65 _ (68)
6
k ° cos _-
!
X03 l+sin 2
The labor of computing these formulae for graphical representation is reduced
by the use of asymptotic expressions for large deflection angles. For deflection
angles approaching 180 ° it is more convenient to express the deflection formula
h: the form
47 _r - 6 7. 19
"> (69) cot 2 b_v
or
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69 > (70) tan '_-62 = 0. 39hv
Using the inequality
large
deflection
constraint
..- (7l) rr-6 <<1
gives
1_,7_
÷ (72) _r-6 : 0. 278biVco .
For deflection ax:gles approaching 180 ° it is more convenient to express the perigee
to as3a_qptotic deBroglie wavelengzh ratio in the form
68
" (73)
)'o sin _"2-6
_7 - 6/'co l+cos ..-=v----
Z
Using the large deflection constraint gives
73 ko _ -
,:i > (74) _ 4
Consequently the perigee asymptotic deBroglie wavelength ratio becomes
74 ko
72 .-(75) kco 0. 0695 b/_V
"2he perigee deBroglie waveleng"ch is consequently gi_/en by
75 - (76) k ° : 0. 852b_ V_m54
\;q:i!e kco only depends on Vco, (54), X° depends on both _'_co andb.
C
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4.
For the large deflection parameter range the value of X° should be less than
r for the classical formula to give reasonably accurate results. The perigee
wavelength is related to the perigee distance by
_O67,68 f3 =
), (77) b
Consequently the perigee distance is related to the collision parameter by
7754,76 > (78) = 0.0695
Consequently the perigee deBroglie wavelength is related to the perigee distance by
76,78
>. (79) ko_ " = 3.23 lr_.
This relationship is just (58),thereby providing a somewhat circuitous but interesting
cross check.
The locus of points for which the perigee deBroglie wavelength equals the
collision parameter is just to the leftof the bent dashed line in Fig. K. 2 and has the
branches of the bent dashed line for asymptotes. For the classical results to apply
the deBroglie wavelength must be less than the perigee distance which is less than
the collision parameter. The radiated power is dependent on the lower limit of
collision parameters. The effectiveor extended electron, as itapproaches the
deflection ion, envelopes the ion. As the separation decreases below a deBroglie
waveleng _& the effectivenet charge of the electron on which the ion can exert a
force decreases rapidly. In this re,on the force goes to zero as the separation
goes to zero and hence the acceleration goes to zero. Hence the extended structure
of the electron causes the acceleration, and hence, the radiation contributed by
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approaches closer than the deBroglie wavelengih to falloff sharply. Hence, the
total radiation cm_ be approximated by considerinj only tl_oseelectrons whose
closest approach is equal to or gTeater than the deBroglie wavelen_d_ at the perigee.
_Fne small contribution lost by neglecting"closer approaches is partially offsetby
the sligi_dyjrcater accelerations predicted by the classical point electron formula
for separations slightlyg_eater than d_e deBroglie wavelcng_d_.
Q
K. 5 Sncctral Energy Radiated Durh_g a Collision
Ln tern_s of
s_m_ def
> (so) % -= the instantaneous power radiated
by an electron
the energy radiated during a collision is given by
con def
do
'JOo
This assumes that each collision is a distinct event, i.e. successive collisions
are not overlapph:g. This is a reasonably good approximation for the plasrna
in the ion rocket exhaust beam under consideration. The elects-on enersies in the
ion rocket exhaust are nonrelativistic. In terms of
svn_ def
>,,(82) _ = the electron acceleration
the power radiated by a nonrelativistic electron is given by
L urn] or
;_ (s,s) P = K,
wh o r e
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_ TFK.OF31
>. (84) K =
2
e
which numerically is given by
84 (85) K =A!, A-3,A54 5.69 x 10-54watt-sec 4meters'2 .
The energy radiated during a collision is thus
cO
81 (86) w = K_ l_(t) l283 e
-cO
dt •
The spectral distribution of the radiated energy is of prime interest to the
communication engineer. The spectral distribution could be obtained by evaluating
the integ_calin (86) and then taking the Fourier transform. However, itis simpler
to obtain the Fourier transform more directly by use of
Parseval's
cO co
Theorem;,. (87) _cof2(r)dt_ = 2_r ;co IT(00),2_
d_
Thus the radiated energy can be expressed as an integral over frequency
co 2
86,87 > (88) W = 2rrK I 19"(ce) l da_
e °-oo
where the Fourier transform of the acceleration is given by
Fourier
Resolution. (89) v(_) i oo;co (t)_-_ v e -j °_tdt
Since the total energy can be expressed as the integral of the spectral energy function
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Fig. K. 3 Straight Line Trajectory Approximation.
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super -
position
> (9o) we = ] w(co)dco
-CO
the energT spectrum radiated by the electron is given by
ss,90 > (91) re(co) = 2_K IW(co)l2
For very small deflection angles the electron trajectory is almost a straight
line. Approximathng the trajectory by a straight line greatly simplifies the analysis.
The range over which this approximation does not introduce an appreciable error
remains to be determined, With the orientation of the coordinate system employed
this approximation gives _: trajectory depicted in Fig. K. 3. For this trajectory
it is convenient to express the acceleration in terms of rectangular coordinate
components
re solution
> (92) + = ix%x + ly#y
Consequently the spectral energy can be expressed by
91
92 > (93) we(co) = 2rtK El _ 12 + '_y 12 ]
where
89
C- h
LSt)
e -3cot dt
The acceleration components are given by
i,Fig. K. 3. (59) k
P
iY
cos@
skn_O
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Using fi_ecoordinate transformation
m
<:< <,i". X ,COS
::itV > (96) = p _
i !
_sm_
to expzess d_e acceleration components in terms of cylindrical coordh_ates, gives
95, Fi:-. Z. 3 (97)
7-- _-S-
, x -k i
;. (b2+y2) 3/2 i'
v y
_y
The acceleration component Fourier transforms are thus
94
97 _- (9s)
_x(_) '
_ = 2-_ J-oo (b2+y2) 3/2
To integ2-ate these expressions itis necessary to know the y coordinate as a function
of thne. For d_e case of very small deflection angles
28 b
> (99) - = cos
6<<1 p
Differentiating give s
99 > (i00) p = sino_
p
The angular speed
I<illOFII &tic S
_.-(ioi)v = p_
cm_ be expressed by
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_o_ b_
38 > (102) v =O p
Hence, the velocity components in polar coordinates can be expressed by
i sin(#
100;102 :_P
= i
38;99 ; (103) I _x) ,,'
iv _cos,_
The rectangular velocity components in terms of the polar velocity components are
given by
geometry _ (104)
J J
!vx cos_ - sin_ Iv
I ; Ip
iVy sin_ cos_ v
hence
ig2
iOi. > (i05) !vX
V
iY
V
O0
cos _ -sin _ isin
!
sin_ cos_Icos
This simplifies to
105
> (io6)
Thus, the velocity turning out to be constant, is a direct consequence of the straight
line trajectory approximation rather than being an additional independent approxi-
mation as indicated in some publications. This increases the self consistency of
the straight line approximation• The straight line approximation appears to introduce
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a logical inconsistency because:
I. "d_e sir<tight line approximation gives a constant particle velocity (106)
2. a constant particle velocity means no acceleration ( v = o)
and dins,is in contradiction with
3. the cons[a_<_ velocity gives a variable position
in,. variable position gives a variable acceleration via the equation of
motion (I).
This inconsistency is removed by noting that dle straight line approximation is a
£i_s_ approximation wi:ich gives a constant velocity with zero acceleration and
variable positio:, (i, 2, 3) which comprise a first approximation. Substituting this
variable position first approximation,back into the equation of motion (reiteration)
gives a second approxin=a[ion for the acceleration which is not zero.
Taking the time origin at d_e instm_t when y = 0 gives
106
(i07; y = vt
Consequently dle expressions for d_e spectral acceleration components is given by
9S
iO7
CVx(_)_
(lOS) \ /
] __
= .\ _ dt?
ivtl
LG0 _jl
-k _oo 1
2--_,_ -oo (b2j-v 2 t2) 3/2
GO
_Fhc :in',eintez'val over which significant acceleration takes place determines to a
iargc ex_c []_efrequency ravage containh_g the major portion of the radiation.
, _," ,a_ 04) -jcot
""",_ ..... .- (t09) e = cos cot - j sin cot
m:d tke odd cmd even flanction sy_nmetry oives
Ush_g
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108
109
'i Vx(co) !
_-(llo) ( ',! (b2+v 2 t2) 3/2
O0
:_-bcos cot i
" i
' i
_vt sincotjg
dt
Introducing the parmmeters
sym def
,. (lll)
[u t
= col
t
I _b
to simplify integration gives
ii0
iii
>, (ll2) t:
rrVoo jusinuJ
an ,
These LntegTals can be evaluated by using
RK7:203 130
> (if3) Ko($) = ;o cosu
2+u2
du
and
RK7:204
>, (li4) , /2Ku(g) = g Ku(g)-Ku+t(¢) •
Using
113
7 cosu
.>-..(115) K_)($) = - $ (,_2+u2)a/2
du
and
114
.(i16) K6(¢) = -Kl(¢)
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gives
!16
115 _: COS U> (I17) 2+u2)3/2 du =(¢
i_ KI([)
b
Using fl_tegTation by pa.: _,.
identity ; (118) jrzdv = zv-_vdz
,.vid_
comparison (119)
Iz
E
i
I
idv
i
2+u2(_ )-'_
cos u du -
gives
119
>-(Izo)
T--'---
Ii dz
I
E
J
iv
-u du
(_ 2+u2)3/2"
sinu
and consequently
!13,]]8 _-(121) K _ sinu
Jig, _:0 0'_) =
2+u2
OD
_: U sinu
+ ($2+u2)3/2 du
I-I
., J.CllCO
121
O0
- , ,-) : KO(¢)>
Therefore d_e spectral acceleration components can be expressed h_ the form
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I_ (_)112 k_I17 ; (123) = 2
_K 1 ( ___..)oJb
(30
The modified Bessel function of the second kind diverge as the argument goes to
zero, however, they occur in a combination multiplied by the argument
123 > (124) = k
Ttbv
-_--K 1
CO (3O
j T--KoOO oo
The function _K0([) and _KI(E) are plotted for handy reference in Fig. K. 4. The
total spectral energy can now be expressed as
93
124 _ (125) We(oJ)
CO (30 (30 GO
X'ne normalized ratio
2 2
we_b %0
125 > (126)
2k2K
is also graphed in Fig. K. 4 against 0Jb/_o. It should be noted that this is the total
spectral energy radiated and does not give angle or polarization distribution informa-
tion. The polar pattern for the radiation due to the x-component of acceleration is
different from the polar pattern of the z-component of acceleration and hence, in
general the addition as made in (125) may be misleading. However (126) is correct
for a large collection of the accelerating particles with an isotropic velocity distribu-
tion since averaging over the particle collection provides spherically symmetric
radiation. Particles in thermal equilibrium have the necessary spherical velocity
distribution for isotropic radiation from each small spherical volume element,
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u_±b cu_tu±txon does not pi-evail for the electron n2otions with respect to
the ions in the ion rocket :haust beam. q-he angle and polarization distribution
of radiation, which should be considered, is leftfor subsequent consideration. Here
the isotropic approximation is pursued to obtain an estimate of the importance of
the brem sstrahlung radiation.
K. 6 Radiated Spectral Power per Electron
Ifthe average spectral energy radiated per collision were known together with
the collision frequency, the spectral power radiated per electron would simply be
their product. However, the radiation varies strongly with the collision parameter
in addition to whici: the elementary collisionfrequency is only logically definable
for each collision parameter. All of the electrons having the same collision para-
meter have r/_esame radiated spectral power. Thus using
svm def
:. (127) dPco =
and
the spectral power radiated per electron
for encounters with the collision parameter
in the range of b to b + db
syrn def :-- (128) du the electron collision frequency with the
collisionparameter in the range b to b+db
give s
addition
:;,,(129) dPe = w (¢0)du
e
_is differentialcollision frequency is the velocity times
sym def
• (13o) in C the number of electron collision per unit length
with the collision parameter in the range b to b+db
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thus
addition
:, (131) du = vcodn c
The dl -ential number of collision per unit length with the collision parameter in
the range b to b+db is simply the number of ions in a cylindrical shell volume of
inner radius b, outer radius b+db and at unit length as depicted in Fig. K. 5. Thus
130, Fie. K.._5(132) dn = n.2Ttbdb
¢ 1
The differential collision, frequency is consequently given by
131
132 _ (133) du = vcon.2_tbdb
and the differential spectral power is hence given by
129
133 (134) dP = vconiwe(o_)2 _tbdb
The total spectral power per electron is consequently
134
> (135) P
e¢o
_oo
2Ttniv°° Jo we(°J'vco'b)bdb
Expressing the spectral energy in terms of the collision parameter gives
135
> (136) P
eco
= 4n.Kk 2 J i'c°F 2/u_b) 2 (v_b)]
l v--g--_ LKI _--co +K0 co bdb
co
This integral is singular ifthe lower limit is zero. As shown in section K. 4 the
srnallest collision parameter of si_lificance is t/_e deBroglie wavelength at the
perigee. For small deflection angles the perigee deBroglie waveleng_d_ differs
little from the asymptotic deBroglie wavelengrth. To _valuate the integral it is
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convenient to use d_e previous h_tegTation parameter, giving _"
4n.Kk 2
135 1
;- k=o,/ P =
11 i, 2 ecc "_oo
t c° FK2 9I , (0+_'-'_) [i,_0 _ < [d[
cob _- _ -_
V
CO
T_-%_ .
glve s
Using
give s
140
.... x .... : _ KO. (>,_, .....(¢) 1 I((g) (¢)
Elin_.knadng the derivative from the expression for the spectral power per electron
give s
]..c: 2n.Kk 2_'2
.,3_ i
>.. (142) P =i.O , i41 ca] vGo
2_[_+ -_-K_(¢)+K_(¢)-K0(¢)
<implifying" gives
s z- K1 _ K0= (,;) (¢)142 _. (143) cO0 v
O0
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K. 7 Spectral Power Generated per Unit Volume
The spectral power generated per unit volume is that generated per electron times
the density of electrons
incoherent
addition
= p
"_ (145) p_ ne eO_
The spectral power generated per unit volume is thus
For the case of interest the ions are singly charged
ion exhaust
beam
> (147) Z = 1
a_nd macroscopically the beam is approximately neutral
neutrality >,, (148)
Using
84
>. (149)A-4
n. _-- n
1 e
2
e _v
K = _ = 5.69 x 10
-54 4 -2
watt secm
and
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2,3
160
2
_ e =
; (150) k 4 _rCvm 253
gives
146
149,150 _-(151) p_ = 1.46X 10"48 {nc°b'_2K_-_--mJ 0 ('_m_)K1 \_'_(ce_)
Expressing the spectral _power in terms of power per cycle instead of power per
radian gives
151 > (152) pf = 9.16 X 10 -48 (noob _2 oo__,, K0(_V_ KI(_)watts
OO OO (30
Before graphing it is necessary to specify the minimum collision parameter.
Using
section K.4_, (153) "b )tOO
which is given by
153 > (154) 'b 12.26 x 10 -10
gives
154 + 52
, > (155) b 2.06 x 10 "15
v V
OO OO
Consequently
155
> (156) _ - 1.3 X 10 -14 f----
G
Expressing the signal in terms of giga Hertz gives
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156 (,gb = i. 3 X 10-5 fOhz
v V
O0 O0
Consequently, for frequencies of interest
v
157 > (158) u_b < < 1 for Vco > 10 -3 electron volts
V
CO
With such small argument values the modified Bessel functions can be adequately
represen:: :l by
fQ ,,
RK0,9.6.8) (159) K0({) = 4n 1
and
1
R_<8(9. 6. 9) (160) K1($) =
Therefore the modified Bessel function product can be approximated by
1
159,i60 ";- (161) $2K0($)KI($) = _._n _ .
Consequently
V
152 • (162) pf = 9.16 X i0-48n 2 09_ 4n Coi-61 _ ' v 0_b
O0
and _ _-_ilci_ce
2
172 7-(163) pf = 1 29 X l0 -52 fGHzn
157 " Vco
7.7 x 103Vco
4 n fGHz
Using the center frequency in the band of interest gives
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2
n
] 63 (164) = 2.84 X 10-52V- 4n 3.5 × 103Vco
fGHz 2.2 : Pf co
For various electron ener_es
"i01
16.1 [
164 _ (165) pf = _ 2.32 xl0-51n watts/Hz/m 3
10.297
<o.oss%
V
co
/i0-2
[
10 -1
10 o
ii01
I
• LI0 2
This is graphed in Fig. K. 6
in general a single velocit# or electron energy, Vco is not appropriate since
the electron aggregate has a distribution of velocities. Hence, the power per electron
should be integrated over the velocity distribution in order to obtain a correct value
of pf. However, for a thermal distributionthe speeds are distributed about the most
prcbable speed
RB4:30
> (166) u o =
or the most probable energy in electron volts
%
f
:. :il
16 > (167) Vo = k T = 8.62 X 10-5 ev
e
which is superimposed upon the electron drift velocity with respect to the ions.
Such an integration changes the result by an amount which is probably less than an
order of mag_itude. The effect of this distribution is expected to increase the noise
generated because of the relatively greater contributions made by the electrons
with relatively lower velocities. The expression in (164) is more appropriate for
an ion exhaust beam d_an for a thermal distribution because itconsists essentially
of a thermal distribution superimposed on the average exhaust velocity where the
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mean thermal speed is small compared to the average relative drift speed.
_e straight line trajectory approximation requires the introduction of a lower
limit on the allowable collision parameter range in order to make the integrals
involved in the approximation convergent. Less exact approaches than the one
followed here even require anupper limit to be inserted in order to avoid a divergent
integral. The upper limit is usually set either by the Debye shielding distance or
the plasma dimensions, whichever is smaller. The lower limit may be set by
quantum mechanical deviations from classical causality or by the charged particle's
equivalent structure.
Examination of (164) indicates pf goes to infinity as Voo goes to zero. This
clearly violates conservation of energy. However, the straight line trajectory approx-
imation does not apply in this case since the smaller the electron energy the greater
the deflection angle. Examination of Fig. K. 2 gives a rough indication of the range
of electron energies and collision parameters for which the straight line trajectory
is valid. The deflection angles, for the lower allowable parameter range, are too
large for the straight line trajectory to apply. Since the result is so sensitive to
the lower bound of collision parameters the effect of the significant deviation from
a straight line trajectory should be more accurately considered.
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